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A summer to celebrate

If there’s one thing we British do well, it’s a summer party. From the tennis at 
Wimbledon to picnic concerts at Kenwood House, we make the most of the long 
summer days. This summer marks Queen Elizabeth II’s 90th birthday, and – from 
local street parties to outdoor spectacles – it is sure to be an exciting summer of 
national celebration.

In our own small way, we at Compass are celebrating an anniversary too, as we 
mark our 10th year of publishing. We have invited some special guests to join the 
celebrations, including comedian Andy Hamilton (p12) with his reflections on the 
changing face of British comedy, and explorer Levison Wood (p98) on his first 
epic journey that launched him on a lifetime of adventure.

Elsewhere in Compass, we marvel at the dramatic landscapes of Argentina (p24), 
banter with the gold-toothed charmers of Uzbekistan (p44) and soak up the 
cosmopolitan atmosphere of South Africa’s Winelands (p22). And along with the 
latest news and reviews, we have tips to help your travel money go further (p19), 
as well as a short breaks guide (p32) to some of Spain’s most exciting cities.  

Please join us as we celebrate 10 years of Compass by sharing your own travel 
plans, tales and photographs. Wherever you’ve been or wherever you’re going, 
we always love to hear from you.
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Editor
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Travel writer Sophie 
Campbell writes a monthly 
heritage column for the Daily 
Telegraph, and is author 
of The Season: A Summer 

Whirl Through the English Social Season. 
A Blue Badge Tourist Guide in her home 
city of London, in this issue of Compass 
(p60), Sophie returns to her old stomping 
ground, Singapore, and finds a classic city 
energised by innovation.
sophie.campbell.london 
@aguidetolondon

Stephen McClarence is an 
award-winning travel writer, 
contributing regularly to the 
Times, Daily Telegraph and 
Daily Express. He specialises 

in India (which he has visited more than 
20 times) and Britain, where he prefers 
byways to highways. He won VisitEngland’s 
2015 Travel Article of the Year award for a 
Times article about Malton, Yorkshire (his 
native county). In this issue, Stephen visits 
Rudyard Kipling’s India (p52).

Will Hide was on the travel 
desk of the Times for 12 
years and is now a frequent 
contributor to all major 
British newspapers and 

magazines, including the Times, Financial 
Times and British Airways High Life, as well 
as publications in the US, Middle East and 
Australia. A frequent visitor to South Africa, 
Will spends 48 hours in the Winelands 
(p22).
willhide.com 
@willhide 

Freelance travel writer 
Max Wooldridge recently 
returned to London after 
four years living on the north 

Norfolk coast. A frequent contributor to 
the Mail on Sunday and the Independent, 
Max is the author of two travel books 
about English rock ‘n’ roll sites and pop 
music heritage. In this issue, he sets sail for 
Vietnam’s heavenly Halong Bay (p36).
@ProfMaximus
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Dear

Dear Editor,
 
Recently, almost 20 years after my first 
Cox & Kings trip (India), I dug out my old 
collection of slides and put on a picture 
show for my grandchildren. In an age when 
photos can be taken and viewed anywhere, 
I was touched by the pleasure they took 
from a slideshow. The theatre of the 
dimmed lights, drawn curtains, the heckling 
of an upside down Taj Mahal, and the 
surprise at the sight of an almost youthful 
grandma made for a fun afternoon.
 
A Jukes, Badgers Mount

Dear Compass,

Just a note to say that the opening image 
of the lemur in your Madagascar article 
(issue 23) tickled us pink! It brought back 
wonderful memories of our trip there in 
2013 with Cox & Kings when we saw lots of 
these playful little fellows.

Paul Richards, Chipping Norton

Compass...
Dear Compass,

Like Peter Snow in ‘One Giant Leap’ 
(issue 23), I too spent time in Iran in the 
early sixties, living in Tehran for two 
years.  Before we left, we visited Shiraz 
and saw the magnificent tombs of the 
poets Hafez and Saadi. But the ground-
breaking moment for me was our visits 
to Persepolis and Pasagardae, the former 
awesome in its grandeur (you can still see 
the scorch marks on the stonework where 
Alexander the Great burnt the place down 
in a drunken orgy), the latter haunting in 
its solitude. The gift of a beautiful book 
entitled The Pleasure of Ruins sealed my 
love for visiting old civilisations. I had a 
‘bucket list’ which included Petra, Angkor, 
Leptis Magna and Machu Picchu … but I 
would love to revisit Iran; my time there 
was so enjoyable and I would recommend 
the country to anybody.

Regards,
Carol Paton, Hayling Island

Dear Editor,
 
I was interested to note that in the 
last issue of Compass magazine, you 
highlighted the (then) forthcoming Dad’s 
Army film. Am I alone in being appalled by 
all these remakes (or reboots as I believe 
they are referred to)? Programmes do not 
become more classic when you make a 
modern version – in fact they invariably 
come a poor second. Please no more 
remakes!

Mr W Mallory, Dulwich, London

Dear Compass

Thank you for your thoroughly enjoyable 
interview with Louis de Bernières (issue 23). 
Captain Corelli’s Mandolin is easily one of 
the best WWII novels ever written, and I 
believe it should be taught in schools.

Mr P Westbrook, Kent

         

           STAR LETTER 

Dear Compass,

I greatly enjoyed Will Coldwell’s 
article (issue 23) on the new trend for 
holiday makers to hire professional 
photographers to capture the 
perfect selfie shot. It brought to 
mind the unfortunate young lady 
imprisoned in Malaysia last year, 
after posing topless on top of 
sacred Mount Kinabalu. Perhaps 
some travellers need a professional 
chaperone, offering advise on how to 
behave when away from home? 

Edith Markham, Gloucs  
via email

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Write to Compass 
We love to hear from our readers. 
To submit your own letter for publication, 
please write to 
compassletters@coxandkings.co.uk
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Dear Compass,

I love getting stuck into a Louis de 
Bernières novel when I’m on holiday, 
or whenever I want to mentally escape 
somewhere warm and exotic. It was a 
delight to hear from the man in person 
in the latest issue (issue 23). I was given 
his new book – The Dust That Falls from 
Dreams – for Christmas. I haven’t yet made 
a start on it – I’m not sure if the British 
setting will appeal to me quite as much, 
but we will see!

Best wishes,
Henry Harrison, Stoke Newington, London

“...?”



Caption

Competition
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In our last issue we launched a new 
caption competition, and were delighted 
to receive a huge number of entries! 

And the winner is...Mr David Cave

To those of you who didn’t win, thank you 
for taking the time to write in and making 
us chuckle. And it’s time to try again! 
Come up with an amusing caption for the 
image (below), 10 words maximum, and 
send to: 
compassletters@coxandkings.co.uk

The winner will receive a commemorative 
bottle of Sipsmith’s gin in celebration 
of the 100th anniversary of the
Singapore Sling. Entrants must 
be aged 18 or over.

“Are you sure this is 
the waterbus stop?”

“...?”
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NEW DIRECTIONS

N E W 
D I R E C T I O N S
Nigel Hosking, Cox & Kings’ Head of Product, picks his 
favourites from a host of new tours and exciting destinations

CANADA
Newfoundland
Newfoundland offers a perfect blend 
of dramatic natural beauty, stunning 
ocean views and ancient settlements. 
Our comprehensive but leisurely 
self-drive itinerary takes in a puffin and 
whale-watching cruise, gentle walks 
along spectacular coastlines, and the 
chance to see moose and caribou in 
Gros Morne National Park.

Newfoundland Explorer is available 
as a private tour – 16 Days & 15 Nights 
from £1,375

AFRICA
Walk on the Wild Side
Zimbabwe remains one of southern 
Africa’s top safari destinations, 
with the most qualified guides and 
superb Big Five wildlife-viewing 
opportunities. Explore the Zambezi 
valley at Mana Pools, see the 
immense herds of elephants at 
Hwange National Park and top it off 
with a visit to the thundering Victoria 
Falls.

Zimbabwe’s Wild Side is available 
as a private tour – 9 Days & 6 Nights 
from £4,745

INDIA
The Jungle Book
In the year when Disney re-visits 
Kipling’s famous story, we bring you the 
real thing. Our new wildlife tour of India 
includes visits to three national parks 
– Kanha, Bandhavgarh and Pench – 
staying in luxurious Taj safari lodges, 
with a chance to experience India’s rich 
wildlife and the best possibility of tiger 
sightings.  

The Jungle Book: Wildlife of India is 
available as a private tour – 13 Days & 
11 Nights from £3,745

ART TOURS
Lawrence’s Jordan
This year marks the 50th anniversary 
of David Lean’s epic Lawrence of 
Arabia, and the centenary of the events 
on which the film was based. Our 
lecturer-led tour includes a visit to Wadi 
Rum and the desert route taken by 
Lawrence. Dr Neil Faulkner, co-director 
of a series of excavations into TE 
Lawrence, will escort this tour and has 
arranged behind-the-scenes access 
to sites.

Jordan: Crusaders, Traders & Raiders 
is available as an escorted group tour – 
8 Days & 7 Nights from £1,895

Wild bull moose

Wadi Rum, Jordan
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EUROPE
The Way of St James
Starting with the extraordinary 
Guggenheim museum in Bilbao, this 
tour threads across northern Spain, 
along one of the most important routes 
for medieval pilgrims. This special 
journey through Galicia’s ancient cities, 
towns and villages along the Way of 
St James immerses you in the region’s 
unique culture and cuisine. And little 
can equal the sight of historic Santiago 
de Compostela’s main square, with its 
magnificent 11th-century cathedral and 
stunning 16th-century pilgrims’ hospital.

The Road to Santiago is available as 
an escorted group tour – 9 Days & 
8 Nights from £1,395

FAR EAST
Irrawaddy Cruising
I’m genuinely thrilled about two new 
cruises on the Irrawaddy in Burma. The 
Strand Cruise is the latest luxury cruise 
vessel to sail this magnificent stretch of 
river, visiting temples, pagodas, palaces 
and monasteries, as well as remote 
villages in this newly emerging country. 
The Anawrahta is built to resemble a 
British colonial paddle steamer, with 
just 23 luxurious cabins and harking 
back to an era of bygone elegance.  

The Anawrahta is available as a private 
tour – 11 Days & 8 Nights from £4,495

The Strand is available as a private tour 
– 12 Days & 9 Nights from £4,195

Shwezigon Paya, Bagan, Burma

Elephant, Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe 
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Images (clockwise 
from top):
The Colosseum, Rome.
Japanese cooking.
Machu Picchu, Peru.
Tile detail, Iran.
Wineglass Bay, Tasmania.

NEW DIRECTIONS

AUSTRALASIA
Tasmania
The sleepy capital of Hobart combines 
Victorian architecture with cutting-edge 
museums and award-winning restaurants. 
It is also an ideal starting point for our 
self-drive tour of Tasmania. The compact 
island is bursting with wildlife (including the 
infamous Tasmanian Devil) in its excellent 
national parks, and features stunning 
landscapes including one of Australia’s most 
photographed beaches at Wineglass Bay.
 
Tasmania Self-Drive is available as a 
private tour – 14 Days & 13 Nights from 
£1,495

LATIN AMERICA
Sacred Valley
The luxurious Explora lodges always 
manage to combine unique landscapes, 
authentic cultural experiences and 
endless opportunities for exploration. 
The new Explora Sacred Valley in Peru 
is no exception, acting as a supremely 
comfortable base for visiting Machu 
Picchu. It can be included in a 3-night 
package, including domestic flights to / 
from Lima, transfers to the Sacred Valley, 
excursions and full board at the hotel. 

Explora Sacred Valley package – 4 Days & 
3 Nights from £1,595

CENTRAL ASIA
Iran by Train
In addition to our new group tour to Iran, 
we also have an exciting rail journey, 
surely one of the best ways to see this 
remarkable country. Travelling in comfort 
on the Orient Silk Road Express, this 
itinerary visits seven Unesco world heritage 
sites, including the impressive desert 
fortress of Arg-e-Bam.

Persian Explorer is available as a private 
tour – 12 Days & 11 Nights from £3,480

SHORT BREAKS
When in Rome

2016 is the Jubilee of Mercy year 
in Rome and a perfect time to 
visit the Eternal City – one of the 
world’s finest open-air museums. 
The Donna Camilla Savelli is a new 
hotel for us: a converted 17th-
century monastery, it has original 
features such as exposed beams 
and precious stuccoes. It also 
boasts beautiful gardens and a 
terrace with views over the city.

The Hotel Donna Camilla Savelli is 
available as a Short Break – 4 Days 
& 3 Nights from £465
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Take the Italian ‘Slow Food’ lane 
Since it was founded in Italy in the 
1980s, the Slow Food movement 
now campaigns globally, promoting 
regional produce and traditional 
cooking methods. Its success in Italy is 
nowhere more evident than in Emilia 
Romagna. The region is best known for 
its Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese and 
balsamic vinegar, but there are plenty 
more local specialities to discover, 
including piadina (flatbread) and 
delicious local anchovies. 

Discover more Italian flavours, 
architectural gems and superb 
landscapes on a MasterChef Travel 
tour.  

Tuscan Farmhouse Escape is available 
as a group tour – 6 Days & 5 Nights 
from £1,175
Ultimate Emilia Romagna is available 
as a group tour – 7 Days & 6 Nights 
from £1,895 
Glories of the Amalfi Coast is available 
as a group tour – 6 Days & 5 Nights 
from £1,195

More gourmet, less guinea pig
Thanks to superstar chefs like Martin 
Morales and Virgilio Martinez, Peruvian 
food has never been hotter or hipper. 
Featuring fusion flavours from across 
the world, the traditional Peruvian 
kitchen remains true to the Andes with 
Inca-used corn, maize and quinoa at 
the heart of many dishes. The humble 
potato is raised to another level in Peru. 
There is also an abundance of luscious 
tropical fruits, and the freshest fish is 
transformed when cured in lime juice 
to produce the zingy ceviche. 
  
With direct British Airways flights 
operating to Lima, the exciting 
flavours and fascinating sights of Peru 
are now even more accessible.

An Andean Culinary Adventure is 
available as a group or private tour – 
10 Days & 7 Nights from £2,695 (group) 
or £2,825 (private)

Chop Chop
Japan arguably boasts the world’s most 
delicious yet healthy national cuisine. 
Tsukiji fish market at dawn plunges you 
into Japan’s cuisine scene. Follow this 
with a sushi-making lesson and you 
have the perfect morning in Tokyo. 
Even the hardest of chefs goes weak-
kneed at the array of kitchen devices in 
a depachika – a Japanese department 
store’s basement floor, devoted to all 
things culinary. No foodie tour of Japan 
would be complete without a visit to 
Osaka, the ‘kitchen of Japan’ and the 
country’s street food capital.   

Treasures of Japan with MasterChef 
Tim Anderson is available as a group 
tour – 11 Days & 8 Nights from £ 3,945

Cox & Kings’ MasterChef Travel 
collection is an exciting range of 
expert-led tours to some of the 
world’s finest foodie hot spots. Here 
are some of the most appetising 
destinations for this summer.



Guy and I have been very lucky 
because we’ve never been hot… 
we have been tepid for quite a 
long time.
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GUEST TRAVELLER

Comedy writer, television producer, film maker and quiz show regular, 

Andy Hamilton has been at the heart of British television and radio comedy 

for over 40 years. Along with long-term writing partner Guy Jenkin, Hamilton 

has won numerous Baftas and Emmys, creating British comedy classics 

such as Drop the Dead Donkey and Outnumbered, and contributing to 

everything from QI to The News Huddlines. As he prepares to publish his 

first novel, Andy Hamilton explains to Compass editor Jennifer Cox why 

this might mean turning up at your house for dinner.

No More Mr

Guy

You’ve had a long association with Hat Trick 
Productions: is it the equivalent of the old 
BBC ‘light entertainment corridor’?
When Hat Trick was founded by Jimmy Mulville, 
Denise O’Donoghue and Rory McGrath – friends 
we’d worked with many times – back in the late 
80s, there were definitely overtones of that: 
lots of mad people in rooms having ideas and 
cross-pollinating. So yes, a renegade version. 
And Hat Trick has stayed true to its roots, but it’s 
difficult for the indies [independent production 
companies] now. If they’re going to survive, 
they need to build up a framework: a legal 
department, an international sales department ...  
When the indies started out under Channel 4, 
they just had ideas, made programmes and lived 
off their production fees.

As a comedy writer, how have things changed 
from, say, 1990, when you wrote Drop the 
Dead Donkey – your first big television 
success on Channel 4 – to Ballot Monkeys, last 
year’s docu-drama electoral comedy set on 
campaign buses, also shown on Channel 4? 
Are there more obstacles to writing a sharply 
observed, topical comedy?
There’s more sensitivity regarding terminology 
now. It’s also felt to be more of a risk creating 
nasty characters. For instance, the BBC is doing 
a remake of Till Death Us Do Part, and I’ll be 
really intrigued to see how they get around that 
problem. Alf Garnett used what was transgressive 
language even then, but it was acceptable

because you knew he was a comic monster. 
There’s an element of institutional piety 
creeping in now – across the board, not just 
one broadcaster – a sense of anxiety that the 
audience won’t understand that no one in his 
right mind would agree with what the character 
is saying. It’s harder to write funny unpleasant 
people now, but we need them because there are 
unpleasant people, and there are people who say 
absurd things.

Is it true that during Ballot Monkeys you were 
legally obliged to offend each political party 
in equal measure?
Yes, we were equally abusive – as we are bound 
to be by the Representation of the People Act. 
During an election campaign you have to be seen 
to level criticism equally at each political party 
across the series. It’s not always easy though, 
as the government is the source of most news 
stories. That’s our defence anyway.

I was listening back to Old Harry’s Game 
recently [the hellish BBC Radio 4 comedy 
series, running since 1995] and was shocked 
to realise how dark it was. Does good comedy 
need a hard edge?
If you’re going to be honest about human foibles 
then you need to have that spectrum of light and 
dark. For some reason the British TV establishment 
has always had a problem putting funny black 
moments into what’s supposed to be a serious 
drama. But in life, of course, what people always
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GUEST TRAVELLER

remember – say, at a funeral – are the funny 
dark moments that pierce the gloom. In great 
comedy you often find a streak of darkness. 
I remember watching Steptoe and Son, and 
there’s a moment where Wilfred Bramble is 
asleep, and Harry H Corbett comes in and 
fantasises about throttling his father. He actually 
puts his hands on his throat. That’s about as dark 
as you can get, but it’s great comedy. 

What else makes great comedy?
For a comedy to be really memorable and 
penetrative, it has to encompass big themes, 
serious themes. There’s an episode in Old Harry’s 
Game about a failed suicide bombing (I’m not 
sure it’s been out recently – I wrote it before 
9/11), and it’s very funny. But I do remember 
some people saying: “Is that a suitable subject 
for a comedy?” And it is. The audience should 
never know you’re writing about big ideas, but 
they should sense it.

Are you ever tempted to write a straight 
drama, to address the moral issues without the 
distraction of comedy? Like House of Cards?
House of Cards is very funny, and I Claudius 
has some of the finest comic themes in world 
television. I get very bored with dramas where 
there is no humour. I mean EastEnders … I have 
lots of friends from the East End, and they’re 
funny. On EastEnders, no one cracks a smile 
and they’re all portrayed as criminals and wife 
beaters. I’m getting very bored with that kind of 
po-faced, issue-led programme: dramas ending 
with a phone number and someone saying: “If 
you’ve been affected by any of the issues …”

How did you get into comedy writing?
I was at Cambridge University and joined CULES 
(Cambridge University Light Entertainment 
Society), a charity writing comedy shows for 
prisons, old people’s homes, hospitals ... anyone 
who couldn’t get away. I wrote for that and 
performed. One year we were doing a show up 
at the Edinburgh Fringe, and a lovely man called 
Geoffrey Perkins – a trainee BBC radio producer – 
came backstage. He was about to start working 
on Week Ending [Radio 4’s iconic Friday night 
political sketch show, running from 1970-1998], 
and with his encouragement I went along and 
worked on spec. Week Ending was a key entry 
point for new writers and a very productive one: 
David Renwick [creator of One Foot in the Grave 
and Jonathan Creek], Guy Jenkin, me... 

Guy Jenkin, your writing partner.
Yes. Guy was a couple of years below me at 
Cambridge, and I got him on board. We worked 
side by side on lots of sketch shows – Week 
Ending, Not the Nine O’Clock News, Alas Smith 
and Jones, Spitting Image, Who Dares Wins... 
And quite often in that process, we’d say: “I 
can’t find an ending for this,” and end up trading 

ideas. But we didn’t actually sit down and write 
together until Shelley. After that we co-wrote 
together a lot.

How did Drop the Dead Donkey come about?
We had an idea for something called Newsroom. 
So we went to the BBC and said: “On an agreed 
day, we will hand you a script with topical 
dialogue from that day. Read it and you’ll 
understand the viewer’s experience when they 
see the programme going out that evening.” So 
we agreed a day, and we wrote the script and 
handed it in. And we rang the various PAs, to say 
“It’s coming in today, they need to read it”, and 
they all said: “Yes!” Five months later, and the 
people still hadn’t got around to reading it. In 
the end we got tired, so we took it to Channel 4 
and it was commissioned within 48 hours.

Why Drop the Dead Donkey?
We had loads of titles: one was Dead Belgians 
Don’t Count, which Channel 4 didn’t want as we 
were told it would hurt European sales. Live Birching 
from the Isle of Man ... we got through loads.

What research did you do?
We spent a day with the BBC news team. And it 
confirmed what we’d mostly suspected, that – 
although dealing with the so-called glamorous 
product of news – fundamentally the office was 
like any other. There were the people who had 
been over-promoted; people who had been 
under-promoted; there were the grafters, the 
slackers, the ruthlessly ambitious … And that was 
always our premise: to produce an office comedy 
that just happened to be set in a news room.

Writing a topical comedy-drama – reacting 
to news, last minute script changes… It 
sounds stressful.
It was a really, really busy show. We recorded 

the night before transmission and edited the 
next day against the clock. We were too busy to 
be stressed! The other joy was the broadcasters 
didn’t have time to fret either. Occasionally there 
were things: Robert Maxwell fell off his yacht at 
a very inconvenient moment – we were about 
to record and had a whole subplot about him in 
the show. That was a lot of last minute rewriting. 
But the cast were great. They’d throw themselves 
into it, and I never heard a murmur of complaint. 
They’d get stuff on Post-It Notes, which they’d 
then have to hide on set as they didn’t have 
time to learn it properly. What’s interesting is it 
showed how many of the production stages you 
could remove without anyone caring.

You pulled out even more production 
under-pinning in the hit BBC comedy series 
Outnumbered: a family-based sitcom, in 
which the children worked without a script.
Guy was just embarking on life with small 
children, and I’d just been through that. And 
we got chatting about how no sitcom had 
successfully captured the daily chaos of life 
with small children. And there are very good 
production reasons for that. But we thought, 
what if we strip away everything we imagined 
kids hated about filming? So no make-up ladies 
fiddling with their hair, no men in big puffa 
jackets shouting ‘action!’, no learning lines or 
being kept hanging around… 

And it worked brilliantly for the children, but 
how did the adult actors cope with such a 
naturalist approach?
Not every actor would be suited, but we knew 
Hugh Dennis and Claire Skinner to both be highly 
intelligent, patient, generous people. And I’d 
worked in a kind of naturalistic way before, on the 
BBC1 series Bedtime: real time stories set around 
people going to bed. On it I’d been chatting with 
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one of the actors, Kevin McNally, saying how I 
was never happy with the performance I got 
from child actors: how they never really seemed 
child-like when they were reading their lines. And 
Kevin said: “Well then don’t show them the lines.” 
So that’s what we did. I was using my then seven-
year-old daughter Isobel. I gave her a sequence of 
things she had to say and ask, but she never saw 
a script. She didn’t even have a context. Because 
when you’re seven, you don’t have context – you 
live in the moment. And the result was very 
natural, unselfconscious, child-like behaviour. So in 
Outnumbered, we let them draw, we let them play 
with their toys; Ramona (who played daughter 
Karen) was certainly much more interested in her 
drawings than what she was saying.

Are you and Guy ever daunted by past 
successes when coming up with new, often 
challenging ideas?
We want to write things that are popular, but 
also things that are unmistakably new. 
Both Guy and I have been very lucky, because 
we’ve never been hot. Being hot is all very nice, 
but then you tend to cool off. Guy and I have 
been tepid for quite a long time. You last a little 
bit longer when you’re not fashionable.

You’re about to publish your first novel, The 
Star Witness. I was interested that you are 
using Unbound, a crowd-sourced publishing 
platform, rather than going down the more 
traditional route.
I’d written a novel that is very funny in places 
but the central character, Kevin Carver, is 
not necessarily a likeable man (some of his 
attitudes are a bit unpleasant). It wasn’t what 
the mainstream publishers were expecting. The 
beauty of the Unbound model is that there is no 
risk to them: a book doesn’t go into production 
until the production costs are met by pledges. So 

the element of fear is taken out of the equation. 
And there’s an air of buoyancy and confidence 
about the place.

A bit like the Channel 4 and BBC scenario. 
It’s a printed book as well as an ebook?
Yes, and it will be in the shops as an entity.

I loved the pledge levels. The first 100 or so 
pledgers would get their name in the back of 
the book. Then for larger bids, pledgers can 
come to the book launch, or you’ll even go to 
a dinner party at their house! 
Yes, I’m doing four of those; I’ve done one 
already – it was charming. They’re fans otherwise 
they wouldn’t have bid, so I’m not expecting to 
be kidnapped.

A few random questions … What was it like 
working at Harrods?
I was there for maybe a month early on: a 
packer, one of the army of people working in this 
underground town that exists beneath Harrods. 
All packers have numbers, and you’re meant to 
put your number on everything you pack. But if 
there were any breakages it got stopped out of 
your wages, so of course none of us put our own 
number on anything. Someone would come and 
say: “We’re docking you,” and I’d reply:  
“Well hang on, what got broken?” And they’d 
say: “A tea pot”, and I’d say: “Well I’m not in the 
china department!” It was never a long-term 
career option.

Radio or TV?
I love radio for its immediacy and intimacy. And 
the distance from having an idea to making it is 
much shorter: far fewer layers and hurdles you 
have to clear. But on telly, I do love being part 
of a huge team that’s working together to get 
something made.

And that must be even more so making a 
film. Is it true that when you were casting 
What We Did on Our Holiday (starring David 
Tennant and Rosamund Pike, 2014), you 
coerced Billy Connolly into taking a role?
Yes, we wrote him a letter threatening to tunnel 
into his home. I think we threatened to tie him 
up too? 

Sandi Toksvig or Miles Jupp?
That’s impossible! Sandi was great – she put an 
imprint on the show – but Miles is very funny.

How do you prepare for The News Quiz?
Read the papers. It’s a bit like Have I Got News 
for You: I like to go in with maybe four good 
jokes about the main stories in my head. After 
that I chance it.

Twenty years ago on Desert Island Discs you 
told Sue Lawley that writing topical comedy 
was “a young man’s game”. Do you still feel 
that way?
Did I? It’s interesting isn’t it: when you’re young 
you imagine that older people feel old, but of 
course in every older person there’s basically a 
young person. I’m grateful that the phone is still 
ringing: you don’t get to retire as a writer – the 
phone just stops ringing. Meantime I’m writing 
an animation screenplay, which may or may 
not get made; Guy and I are waiting to hear on 
a thing from Channel 4 … we just keep putting 
stuff out there. •

The Star Witness by Andy Hamilton  
is released 16 September 2016  
Unbound, £16.99  
unbound.co.uk/books/star-witness
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Hot List - Summer 2016
Kimberley Hay picks the top new places to stay this summer

In the lap of Laotian luxury
Combine colonial elegance with the 
ultimate in contemporary comfort 
and you have The President by 
AKARYN, opening in the heart of 
Vientiane, the capital of Laos, this 
June. Perfectly situated between 
Parliament House and the Temple 
of the Emerald Buddha, this palatial 
hotel has all the hallmarks of 
opulence. There are 30 sumptuous 
suites, a butler-in-residence, Rolls 
Royce airport transfers, private 
members’ club with cigar lounge 
and whisky cellar, fine dining 
restaurants, poolside cocktail bar, 
bespoke spa treatments, and 
expansive landscaped gardens with 
manicured lawns and mazes. 

1
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HOT LIST

Waterworld
Take to the waters of Botswana’s 
Okavango delta, one of the world’s 
largest inland water systems, from the 
newly revamped Belmond Eagle Island 
Lodge. Perched on a private island 
encircled by some of the deepest 
stretches of the delta, this lodge fuses 
early-explorer adventure with 5-star 
luxury. By day, venture out on any 
number of water-safari excursions to 
spot the abundance of bird and aquatic 
wildlife, complemented by larger 
mammals and possible sightings of 
elusive big cats. In the evening, return 
to tented rooms with private rim-flow 
plunge pools, walk-in wardrobes and 
oversized beds with delta views. Dine 
alfresco overlooking the lagoon or by 
the firepit under a myriad of stars.

Cream of the South African crop
A working winery with top-notch restaurant and tranquil spa, all set 
within landscaped gardens and hectare upon hectare of vineyards 
– Leeu Estate has the best of South Africa wrapped up in a nutshell. 
Opening this June, stay in the 19th-century Manor House at the heart of 
this sophisticated sanctuary, or in one of the suites and cottages tucked 
away in the landscaped grounds. If leisurely lunches, judicious sips of 
fine South African vintage and gentle strolls through the vineyards don’t 
leave you relaxed, then take the chance to discover the nearby town of 
Franschhoek, South Africa’s ‘food and wine capital’.

3

2
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HOT LIST

Spiritual healing
Set in the sun-drenched valley of Benzilan in the Yunnan 
province of China is LUX* Tea Horse Road Benzilan, one of the 
few accommodation options in this unspoilt area, and a lavish 
one at that. Inspired by the cultural legacy of this ancient trade 
route and the surrounding majesty of nature, this 30-room hotel 
provides supreme comfort and true Tibetan hospitality. Explore 
the surrounding mountains and glaciers on hikes along hidden 
trails and mushroom-picking missions, meditate with the monks 
at nearby monasteries, dine with genuine Tibetan hosts … in 
short, let go of modern-day troubles and ease into a simple yet 
more indulgent way of life.

4

Take a deco
Think 1930s glamour and 
grandeur and you have 
the Primus Hotel Sydney. 
Originally the headquarters 
for the Sydney Water 
Board, the immense 
spaces and stunning 
architecture of this building 
were reopened to the 
public in December 2015. 
Sensitively restored back 
to its iconic art deco 
design, the Primus Hotel 
Sydney features spacious 
rooms and suites, an 
imposing main lobby bar, 
high-end dining, and a 
heated rooftop pool and 
sundeck. Centrally located, 
the hotel is within easy 
reach of Sydney’s shops, 
restaurants and harbour.

5
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RIGHT NOW

Our top destinations to travel 
to now and why

The pound sterling may have wobbled 
against some currencies as the EU 
referendum looms, but it is still attractively 
strong against many others and there are 
bargains to be had, says Compass editor 
Jennifer Cox.

Japan
This year, British travellers will find Japan 
50% cheaper than it was in 2013, due to the 
weakness of the yen and strength of the 
sterling. This means you’ll pay around £6 
to get into one of the fabled Japanese hot 
springs, and a plate of sushi from a restaurant 
conveyer belt will set you back a mere 60p!

Namibia
This is the perfect time to be planning a self-
drive tour of beautiful Namibia. With around 
22 Namibian dollars to the pound, diesel 
costs just 50p a litre, meaning you could 
fill a Ford Ranger 4WD for just £40. Locally 
sourced diamonds are exceptional quality 
and value too.

South Africa
Sterling is at an all-time high against the rand: 
currently at R22 to the pound, your holiday 
money will go twice as far as it did in 2010. 
For instance, a dish of miso-marinated baby 
chicken served with kale and granny apple 
kimchi at Babel – the revered restaurant 
between Paarl and Stellenbosch in the 
Winelands – will cost just £8.

Russia
Both Moscow and St Petersburg currently 
offer exceptional value, with around 100 
rubles to the pound. For instance, a three-
course lunch at Moscow’s gorgeous Café 
Pushkin costs just £9. And a steam at St 
Petersburg’s historic Yamskie bathhouse 
(loved by Lenin and Dostoevsky) costs just £5.

RIGHT
N    W...

A natural wonder
Tropical jungle, lakes, rolling waves and 
pristine beaches – Chena Huts not only 
offers an idyllic setting, but is home to a huge 
array of spectacular wildlife ranging from 
elephants and leopards to over 215 species 
of birds. Opened in December 2015, this is 
the first luxury safari lodge to be housed 
within the Yala National Park. Stay in ‘huts’ 
– or rather plush, private pavilions with an 
outdoor deck and plunge pool. The resort’s 
all-day dining restaurant is just steps away, 
as is the immense wilderness and teeming 
animal and birdlife of Sri Lanka’s oldest and 
second-largest nature reserve.

6
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travel in
focus

People category winner
 
Laughter in the Milking Pen, 
Eleanor Scriven
Man in traditional deel loses his hat as 
he wrestles with a calf in Mongolia.

Places category winner
 
Hoi An River Scene,
Geoff Corris
This image was taken beside the 
river Thu Bon, which threads its way 
through the centre of the ancient city 
of Hoi An, Vietnam. 

Quirky category winner 
 
Left Holding the Baby,
Bernard Ringrose
Taken along the river that meanders 
through the world heritage site of 
Hampi, while the mother takes a 
ritual bath.

Wildlife category winner
 
Desert Lion,
Jan Hanlon
A young desert-adapted lion 
stretches out on the lip of an 
escarpment in the unforgiving 
Skeleton Coast, Namibia.

1

This month our winners receive a £50 John Lewis voucher 
with the runners up receiving The Hunt by Alastair Fothergill 
and Huw Cordey. To view the runners up visit:  
coxandkings.co.uk/compass.
 
For the next issue there will be one overall winner who 
will receive a copy of Lighthouses of the World by Marie-
Haude Arzur, a spectacular and unusual celebration of 
lighthouses from every continent, published by Bloomsbury 
(£18.99, out now).

1

2

3

4HOW TO ENTER: 
Images must be taken in a destination featured by Cox & Kings and 
accompanied by a description of up to 40 words. To enter, please visit 
coxandkings.co.uk/compass. The winning image will be published in the 
winter 2016-17 issue.
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The Cape Winelands
The Times’ Will Hide soaks up the scenery and savours the flavours 
of South Africa’s beautiful and quietly cosmopolitan Winelands

hy go now
There’s never a 
wrong time to be 
in the Winelands 
– the clue’s in the 

name – but right now the pound stretches even 
further against the rand than ever before. Eating 
out is a complete steal compared to Britain, 
as is the price of wine. Summer brings a hot 
Mediterranean-style climate when vineyards and 
mountains shimmer under the southern sun, 
while winter is a time for brisk country walks in 
the shadow of rippling mountains and snuggling 
up by roaring fires in one of the excellent 
boutique hotels that dot the area.

Get your bearings
Where do the Winelands begin? You can 
visit wineries such as Steenberg and Groot 
Constantia, founded in 1685 in the suburbs 
of Cape Town, but to get to the heartland 
drive east for about 45 minutes towards Paarl 
and Stellenbosch, or slightly further to reach 
Franschhoek. In theory you could visit as a day 
trip from 'the Mother City', as Cape Town is 
known, but it would be a shame not to take your 
time and delve a little deeper over several days.

Check in
Mont Rochelle combines the best of both worlds: 
a homely hotel in which to rest, with charming 
bedrooms, awesome location enveloped by vines 
and hills, and a divine pool in which to cool off, 

W
but also a great base to head off and explore 
wineries nearby, as well as the culinary scene in 
the village of Franschhoek itself.

Known for...
... wine and food! Dutch settlers planted the first 
vineyards here in the 17th century to ward off 
scurvy. The wine industry was further developed 
by French Huguenots, many of whom migrated 
to become farmers east of Cape Town in an area 
known as French Corner, or Franschhoek  
in Afrikaans. 

Worth walking (or riding)
Potter along the main street of Franschhoek with 
its mix of shops, cafes and restaurants. If you’d 
rather get out into the countryside, several local 
establishments offer wine tasting on horseback, 
riding among the vines then stopping off for a 
slurp or two at local estates.

Lunch
If you just want a quick snack, you’re rather 
missing the point of this area. There are 
sensational restaurants with food that is fresh, 
seasonal, locally sourced and to be savoured 
languidly with a pinotage or semillon. Book 
ahead for a table at Babel, the stunning 
restaurant at Babylonstoren 
(babylonstoren.com), starting perhaps with a 
baked aubergine terrine with sesame ginger 
dressing before moving on to Karoo lamb, which 
is said to marinate from the inside out due to 

the grasses and herbs munched in the semi-
desert environment. Save time for a walk in the 
extensive gardens afterwards.

Cultural afternoon
It’s somewhat unofficial but locally well known: 
ask politely at the front gate of Drakenstein 
Correctional Centre – roughly halfway between 
Franschhoek and Paarl – and the officers might 
be in the mood to show you the bungalow where 
Nelson Mandela spent his last days in captivity. 
It was from here, when it was known as Victor 
Verster Prison, that Mandela walked to freedom 
on 11 February 1990.

Fancy a tipple? 
There are many exceptional spots for wine 
tasting: two favourites that combine great  
wines, phenomenal views and beautiful grounds 
are Blaauwklippen, just outside Stellenbosch,  
and Ernie Els – yes, he makes wine and plays 
golf – further south off the R44 road towards 
Somerset West. 

Dressing for dinner
“I have no signature dish – South Africa is my 
signature dish,” says chef Margot Janse in the 
Tasting Room at Le Quartier Francais hotel 
in Franschhoek. Named one of the best 100 
restaurants in the world at the prestigious 
San Pellegrino Awards last year, allow at least 
three and a half hours for the eight-course 
tasting menu, and book well in advance. Or try 
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Buitenverwachting – extra points for saying it 
after a couple of bottles – established in 1796 
in Constantia, with sweeping views over fields of 
vines, and a menu that categorises itself from 
'light and easy' to 'indulge'.

Night on the town
If you want to party, best head back to Cape 
Town; the Winelands offer a much more laid 
back experience. Stellenbosch, with its large 
student population, is the buzziest town in  
the area, but still 9pm is the new midnight  
round here. 

Easy like…
Pack a picnic and drive 40 minutes or so back 
towards Cape Town for an alfresco summer 
Sunday afternoon concert in Kirstenbosch 
Botanic Gardens; you might end up watching a 
cool local band like the Parlotones, singer Zonke 
Dikana or the city’s philharmonic orchestra. 
Either way, the setting is sublime (sanbi.org).

Window shopping
It’s easy to buy wine in the Cape, and don’t worry 
about excess baggage lugging it home. Most 
vineyards have an arrangement with shippers 
(many based in Germany) where you can buy 
cases and have them sent home with all taxes 
included. With the current weakness of the rand 
against the pound and the euro, there are some 
spectacular cellar-door prices to be had. 

When
November to March is South Africa’s summer 
– hot, sunny and dry – while April to August is 
more about red wine around blazing log fires. 
September is the start of the Cape’s ‘spring’ 
when fynbos flowers burst open just north of 
Cape Town in Namaqualand.

Sleep
Owner-managed and flamboyantly decorated, 
Majeka House offers an ambience of quiet 
luxury just outside Stellenbosch. The owner has 
been collecting ornamental pigs since the age of 
eight and these are scattered around the hotel. 
Attention to detail is the name of the game, 
while the mouthwatering menu and beautiful 
spa all add to the experience. Sophisticated 
and with incredible natural beauty, La Cle des 
Montagne has a selection of four breathtaking, 
family-friendly villas within easy walking distance 
of Franschhoek. Situated on a working wine 
estate, they are surrounded by picturesque 
vineyards, plum orchards and set against a 
magnificent mountain backdrop. Each villa 
includes a butler for the duration and a lap pool. 

Eat
“I don’t like bland food. I don’t like safe food,” 
said Margot Janse, famed chef of The Tasting 
Room at Le Quartier Francais, Franschhoek. 
It’s this philosophy that guides the unique 
approach here, extending beyond phenomenal 
cuisine into the realm of stories and magic. 

Drink
Visit the newly opened Tuk Tuk Microbrewery 
on the main road of Franschhoek. View craft 
beer being brewed, enjoy Mexican cuisine at 
the Tuk Tuk ‘Taqueria’ and check out the unique, 
modern industrial design. A tasting menu of 
three brews is available.

Try
Go on the Waterford Wine Safari around 
the 120-hectare estate situated on the slopes 
of the beautiful Helderberg mountain near 
Stellenbosch. Travel in a 4x4 vehicle and taste 
the wines while learning about the unique plants 
of the Cape Floral Kingdom. Hop-on hop-off the 
Franschhoek Wine Tram on a narrated tour 
of the picturesque Franschhoek valley. Enjoy 

THE CAPE WINELANDS AT A GLANCE 

by Cox & Kings Africa expert Louise Stanion

wine tastings, cellar tours, lunches or simply 
a stroll through the vineyards at your leisure. 
Savour traditional Cape food and wine as your 
culinary guide leads you through the historic 
heart of Stellenbosch on the Classic Cape 
Cuisine, Walk & Wine Tasting. Try biltong and 
bobotie, koeksisters and melktert while meeting 
a host of colourful characters en route. And 
take a Winelands Photo Tour, designed for 
photographers of all levels, accompanied by a 
photographic guide and going to all the right 
places at the right times to maximise photo 
opportunities.

Don’t miss…
If you’re here in the southern winter and spring 
(July – November), drive south to Hermanus for 
whale spotting from the shore; southern right 
whales come incredibly close. Alternatively, 
drive north to the little-known West Coast 
National Park, with phenomenal birdwatching 
opportunities and blanketed by the most 
amazing flowers in spring (August – September).

Out of town
Use the Winelands as a stop to the Garden 
Route from Cape Town. Travel north on the 
scenic Route 62, pause in pretty little towns 
such as Robertson and Barrydale, and wet your 
whistle at Ronnie’s Sex Shop (don’t panic, it’s a 
bar, but some wag graffitied on the side once 
and the name stuck). From Oudtshoorn, drop

down over the Outeniqua mountains. If time 
allows, it’s well worth diverting north to the artsy 
and culinary outpost of Prince Albert at the edge 
of the Klein Karoo desert. •

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tour
South Africa: From Cape to Grape
11 Days & 8 Nights from £1,795 
This self-drive itinerary visits Cape Town and 
Stellenbosch. Your own car gives you flexibility 
and the boutique guesthouses are small and 
chic, with a ‘home from home’ feel.

Speak to one of our Africa experts to find 
out more.
       020 3813 5108t
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W o n d e r
O  F   T  H  E

W o r l d
Spanning nearly three million square miles, Argentina is the world’s 

eighth largest country. So how do you even start planning a visit? 
Fortunately, award-winning travel writer Nick Boulos 

is on hand to guide us around its premier sights
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Buenos Aires
There’s an undeniable European feel 
to South America’s largest and most 
cosmopolitan capital, with its leafy piazzas, 
long, wide boulevards and architecture 
inspired by immigrants who settled here in 
the late 19th century. These days, Buenos 
Aires – or BA as it’s commonly known – is 
home to around 15 million friendly, fun-loving 
people who know how to have a good time. 

Most make a beeline for historic San Telmo, 
famed for its rows of vibrantly painted 
houses. And just like in many other areas of 
the city, there’s music to be heard on the 
cobbled streets of this arty neighbourhood, 
courtesy of the alfresco cafes that serve up 
foot-tapping tango shows to accompany the 
local dishes. 

A healthy appetite for dance as well as food 
(don’t miss the steak at La Cabrera, arguably 
the city’s best parrilla, or grill) is a necessity in 
Buenos Aires. Watch the masters in action or 
try it for yourself in one of the city’s plentiful 
tango academies. 

Beyond the country’s most famous (and 
sultry) export, Buenos Aires has much to 
keep you busy. Tour the famous La Recoleta 
cemetery, where Eva Peron was laid to rest; 
browse the weekend fairs and markets; and 
shop for local labels in the trendy boutiques 
of Palermo. And don’t forget to take a 
quick snap of the 67-metre-tall obelisk, the 
national monument that stands in the middle 
of Plaza de la Republica. 

Iguazú 
'Poor Niagara'. That’s all First Lady Eleanor 
Roosevelt could muster upon seeing 
Iguazú, the 300 or so jungle-clad waterfalls 
straddling the border between Argentina 
and Brazil. One of the world’s great natural 
wonders (and twice as tall and three times as 
wide as its Canadian cousin), the waterfalls 
of Iguazú have enjoyed starring roles in such 
Hollywood blockbusters as The Mission, 
Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the 
Crystal Skull, and Roger Moore stopped by 
as James Bond in Moonraker. 

Even more impressive is the wildlife 
that calls Iguazú National Park home: 
somersaulting howler monkeys, toucans 
up in the canopies and jaguars in the dense 
undergrowth. Sightings are rare but flora and 
fauna is not what lures people to Argentina’s 
north-easternmost tip. It’s the water. And, 
boy, there’s a lot of it. Stand at the edge of 
the thunderous Devil’s Throat, a gargantuan 
horseshoe-shaped waterfall located at the 
end of a drenched elevated walkway, and 
the beauty, power and scale of Iguazú will 
become immediately apparent. Time your 
visit during a full moon and you may even 
experience the ethereal lunar rainbow, when 
eerie bands of grey and speckled silver 
illuminate the falls. 

Mendoza
Welcome to Wine Country. Argentina’s finest 
tipple needs little introduction and there’s 
no place more synonymous with it than 
Mendoza. 

Nestled in the foothills of South America’s 
famous mountain range, the chic city was 
founded in 1561 and is now surrounded by a 
liberal sprinkling of wineries and vineyards, 
many of which are open to the public. Some 
of the estates even offer accommodation. 
Book into the Entre Cielos, a plush ‘wine 
resort’ just outside the city with just 16 rooms, 
a spa featuring wine treatments and its own 
3.2-hectare vineyard that produces quaffable 
malbecs. 
First to enjoy a sip in these parts were Jesuit 
priests who planted the first vines way 
back in the 1500s, but it took several long 
centuries for the wine to make an impact 
internationally. Discover its complex secrets 
and sample some truly special wines with a 
tasting at Bodega do Patti, run by Carmelo 
Patti whose interest was sparked at the age 
of 10 when he started picking grapes for his 
winemaker father. 

The Pampas
Giddy up, cowboy! Fulfill childhood 
dreams of being a real life cowboy or girl 
in the wild plains of the Pampas in central 
Argentina. Unlike the epic mountain peaks 

and crunching glaciers found to the south, 
there’s a subtle beauty to the land up here, 
where the flat valleys and fertile plains roll on 
seemingly forever. 

The one unmissable experience is staying 
in an authentic estancia, one of the many 
sprawling ranches run by true gauchos. In 
these parts, the local dress code means 
leather chaps and jingling spurs, but that’s 
optional for visitors. This is a unique chance 
to leap into local life: learn how to drive 
cattle, listen to local folklore tales and get an 
insight into the day-to-day realities of country 
living, cowboy style. There’s also plenty of 
time to relax and unwind, with lazy days on 
leisurely horseback rides and nights around 
the campfire. Yeeha!

Argentina isn’t short of wonders, both natural and man-made. Start with a few days in trendy, historic 
Buenos Aires – that much is easy – but from there…? With an almost overwhelming number of options, 
planning a trip to a nation as diverse as Argentina takes some thought. North to sprawling cattle ranches, 
serene vineyards and waterfalls cascading through tropical rainforest, or follow the mighty Andes south 
via lakes, biblical mountain peaks and country-sized glaciers? And that’s before you’ve even thought 
about the wine. Here’s my pick of Argentina’s highlights.

...the waterfalls of Iguazú have 
enjoyed starring roles in such 
Hollywood blockbusters as 'The 
Mission','Indiana Jones and the 
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull', and 
Roger Moore stopped by as James 
Bond in 'Moonraker'. 

Main image overleaf
Northern desert landscape

Images (clockwise from top left)
Argentinian tango.
San Telmo, Buenos Aires.
Gaucho (cowboy), the Pampas.
San Telmo houses, Buenos Aires.
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Salta and the North-West
Set against a backdrop of the Andes, 
foothills studded with cacti and old adobe 
houses, and a history dating back to the 
Incas, Salta and the red-rock valleys 
around it make up one of Argentina’s most 
irresistible corners. 

The city itself, founded by Spaniards in 
1582, is big on colonial charm. Most of the 
action centres around Plaza 9 de Julio, 
bustling with cafes during the day and bars 
after dark that overlook the neoclassical 
basilica. A short distance from the city is 
the San Lorenzo Gorge, a stunning nature 
reserve cloaked in tropical cloud forest 
and laced with rivers. It provides an easily 
accessible escape into nature, perfect after 
a few days exploring the sights and sounds 
of Salta. 

Elsewhere, rail enthusiasts will enjoy a 
ride on the Tren a las Nubes (Train to the 
Clouds), one of the highest railways in the 
world. It departs from Salta and travels 
over 29 bridges, across 13 viaducts and 
reaches heights of 4,220 metres above sea 
level during its 8-hour journey across the 
province.

Tierra del Fuego
All roads – in South America at least – lead 
to Tierra del Fuego, the wild, wind-battered 
province occupying the southern extremity 
of the Americas. Imbued with an epic and 
undeniable ‘final frontier’ atmosphere (the 
name translates as ‘Land of Fire’), the main 
settlement is Ushuaia, a small city backed 
by the rugged Andes and glistening 
glaciers.

For most, a trip this far south is for 
well-deserved bragging rights: visiting 
the southernmost city in the world and 
the chance to post a card from the 
southernmost post office in the world. But 
for the lucky ones, it’s the jumping-off point 
for the White Continent. During the ‘balmy’ 
summer months, vessels leave the harbour 
almost daily to venture along the Beagle 
Channel, heading south on a 
once-in-a-lifetime voyage to Antarctica. 

Those that remain behind are well 
compensated with some of the finest 
landscapes on offer: mountains and 
beaches, valleys and lakes, forests and 
bays. Hiking trails criss-cross Tierra del 
Fuego National Park, plunging you into the 
thrilling isolation that infuses the rugged 
land, which split from the rest of Patagonia 
around 9,000 years ago. 
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Patagonia
Whales and a little touch of Wales await 
in the fabled province of Patagonia. 
Regarded as one of the world’s 
whale-watching hotspots, the southern 
right whale can be viewed from close 
quarters between May and December. The 
Welsh, meanwhile, can be found here all 
year round. Groups seeking a new start first 
settled here in 1865 and clusters of curious 
communities, such as Trevelin and Trelew, 
still remain. 

Under the larger-than-life 
Patagonian sky, where Andean 
condors circle in large swoops, 
are steeps filled with grazing 
guanacos. 

Patagonia also features impossibly high 
and dramatic snowcapped mountains. 
Under the larger-than-life Patagonian sky, 
where Andean condors circle in large 
swoops, are steeps filled with grazing 
guanacos. It’s here you’ll find some of the 
best-protected patches of wilderness. 
There is Mount Fitz Roy near El Chalten, 
and the Los Glaciares National Park, whose 
star attraction – the Perito Moreno glacier, 
the size of Buenos Aires – will stun you 
into silence. If luck is on your side, you 

may see (and hear) it calve as house-sized 
chunks of ice break away and fall into the 
still water beneath with an almighty crash. 
The abundance of natural goodness has 
propelled Patagonia to the very top of 
many bucket lists, and with good reason. 
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ARGENTINA

Esteros del Iberá and the North-East
South America’s second largest wetland, 
Esteros del Iberá is an eco and wildlife 
destination of the highest order. Relatively 
unknown until recently, tourism here is on 
the up but it’s a change that’s happening 
slowly. 
 
Base yourself at a cosy ranch (the Rincón 
del Socorro gets my vote) and explore a 
vast area teeming with weird and wonderful 
creatures. Esteros del Iberá attracts a huge 
array of birdlife from all over the world, 
with around 350 species including parrots, 
hummingbirds and the fabled southern 
screamer. Mammals are well represented 
too: keep watch for otters, wolves and 
monkeys, while caimans sunbathe on 
the embankments. A boat trip on the 
waterways, lagoons and lakes is perhaps 

When
While Buenos Aires, Mendoza and Iguazú 
can be visited year round, if you wish to 
include a visit to Patagonia then the best 
time to go is between October and April, 
when the weather and temperatures are less 
extreme. 

Sleep
Located in the bohemian Palermo Viejo 
neighbourhood of Buenos Aires, Legado 
Mitico is a charming boutique hotel 
inspired by history and culture. Combining 
classical and contemporary design, it offers 
11 individually decorated rooms named 
after legendary Argentine personalities, a 
library, sun deck and a small jacuzzi. For 
serious luxury, stay at Los Sauces Casas 
Patagonicas, El Calafate. Set among 
10 hectares of landscaped gardens and 
inspired by traditional Patagonian estancias, 
the hotel comprises 38 suites in five separate 
guesthouses. There is a spa, a gourmet 
restaurant serving regional cuisine, plus a 

Club House with bar, grill, library-lounge and 
a lake-view observatory.

Eat
Visit a closed door restaurant for an 
exclusive food and wine experience with 
local chefs and sommeliers in their own 
homes. Enjoy lunch or dinner in an intimate 
setting with a small handful of other guests. 
There may even be an interactive cooking 
demonstration in the chef’s kitchen.

Drink
Try mate, a traditional and popular local hot 
beverage made with the dried leaves of 
the yerba mate bush. Those without such 
an acquired taste can instead sample the 
excellent Argentinian wines, including local 
specialities such as malbec and torrontes.

Try
Try a few steps of tango with a private 
lesson or take in an evening show with 
dinner. For a really authentic experience, visit 

ARGENTINA AT A GLANCE 

by Cox & Kings Latin America expert Ariane Mick de Vizcaino

a milonga, the favoured dancing venues for 
Buenos Aires locals. Visit an estancia for the 
chance to sample Argentinian rural traditions. 
See gauchos display their skills, savour 
a delicious asado of barbequed meats, 
or even try your hand at cattle herding or 
polo. For wildlife, spot capybara and giant 
anteaters in the Iberá wetlands or combine 
whale watching off the Peninsula Valdés 
with visits to the huge colonies of Magellanic 
penguins. Boat trips are the perfect way 
to get up close to the towering wall of 
the Perito Moreno glacier and the drifting 
icebergs, or get wet at Iguazú with a boat 
ride to the foot of the thundering falls.

the most exciting way to get up close to the 
wildlife and savour the endless wetlands. •

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tour
Patagonia: Untouched Wilderness
16 Days & 13 Nights from £3,895

Visit four national parks in Argentina  
and also Chile and experience the  
distinct cultures and landscapes of  
this remote and wild part of the world,  
with vast open plains, towering peaks, 
huge skies, dazzling blue lakes and 
enormous glaciers.

Speak to one of our Latin America 
experts to find out more.
        020 3813 5108t
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Whether you’re a foodie or a culture vulture, 
there’s plenty to love about this picturesque  
Belle Epoque city set around a striking sandy bay.  
The sizzling hub of Basque gastronomy, this year 
San Sebastian celebrates its role as European 
Capital of Culture, with a host of stylish new 
museums and imaginative events.

New: San Telmo museum, the magnificent  
16th-century former Dominican convent in the 
heart of the old town, now boasts a striking new 
wing and features over 1,000 artefacts celebrating 
Basque culture. And in a former tobacco factory 
(think Tate M dimensions), Tabakalera is the new 
International Centre of Contemporary Culture, 
with fantastic views from its fifth-floor terrace.

Classic: The unrepentantly gothic Iglesia de 
San Vicente, which towers over the Parte Vieja, 
actually dates back to the 12th century. Within 
the magnificent church is an elaborate gold 
altarpiece bathed in refracted light from the 
stunning stained-glass rose windows. Elsewhere, 
enjoy foodie theatre, browsing the local produce 
and specialities in La Bretxa market. Then either 
wander along lovely La Concha Bay, or marvel at 
it from on high, catching the funicular railway up 
Monte Igueldo.

C&K recommends: 
4 days & 3 nights staying at the Palacio de 
Aiete from £465, including international 
flights to Bilbao, 4-day car hire in a 
category B car and breakfast. Please call 
Cox & Kings on 020 3813 5108 or visit 
sansebastianturismo.com/en for more 
information on San Sebastian.

San Sebastian

Insider tip: Spain may be the home of tapas, 
but in San Sebastian they serve pintxos: delicious 
bite-sized snacks, pinned to a piece of bread with 
a cocktail stick. Each bar and tavern serves their 
own speciality – garlic-drizzled gambas, cheese-
stuffed peppers …. In fact, the competition to 
serve the best pintxos is hotly contested, and 
recipes are a closely guarded secret. As is the 
specific time the prized pintxos are served! Arrive 
too late and the pile of discarded sticks on the 
bar will tell you you’ve missed a treat.

Traditional pintxos, San Sebastian

Perfect Breaks in...

Spain

Spain is an ideal short break destination: its cities are bursting with distinct 
regional architecture, culture and cuisine, and the beaches are second to none. 
The huge number of regional airports mean in around two hours you could 
be ambling along Las Ramblas or tucking into tapas, with plenty of time to 
spare for shopping, gallery hopping, relaxing and exploring. And with plenty 
of headline-grabbing openings and special events going on throughout 2016, 
this is the perfect time to visit. Eleanor Day picks Spain’s top short break 
destinations for the year ahead.
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SHORT BREAKS 

The capital of Catalonia has a distinct style, 
nowhere more evident than in the flamboyant 
buildings of Antoni Gaudí, the world-famous 
Catalan architect. This year the city will be 
celebrating the 90th anniversary of his death, 
so there’s no better time to appreciate his 
masterpieces and the buzz of Barcelona.

New: Casa Vicens – Gaudí’s first domestic 
commission and a Unesco world heritage site 
– will be opened as a museum in the autumn. 
Previously closed to the general public, discover 
what lies within the Moorish and multi-coloured 
exterior of this fantastical turreted building. 

Classic: It’s not all about art and architecture: 
head for Barcelona’s other top attraction, Camp 
Nou – football fans’ heaven and Europe’s largest 
stadium. Go for the full experience: a tour of 
the pitch, tunnel, commentary boxes, visitor’s 
changing rooms and museum. And not to be 
outdone by the Basque Country, Catalonia has 
been voted European Region of Gastronomy 
2016. Pull up a pew at one of the stalls in La 
Boqueria market on Las Ramblas, a fresh and 
authentic way to enjoy a variety of Catalan 
tapas dishes.

This coastal resort is easily dismissed as a 
destination for Costa del Sol beach lovers  
and party goers, but Malaga is fast becoming 
a city of culture – it’s the birthplace of Picasso, 
after all. The old town centre is now blissfully  
car-free, and new high-speed train routes to 
Madrid and Barcelona put you within easy  
reach of Spain’s big-city attractions.

New: First and foremost, there’s the pop-up 
Centre Pompidou. This 5-year offshoot of the 
celebrated art museum in Paris will display 
artwork from the 20th and 21st centuries.  
Also opening up an outpost in Malaga is the  

C&K recommends: 
4 days & 3 nights staying at the H10 Casanova 
from £465, including international flights, 
return private car transfers and breakfast. 
Please call Cox & Kings on 020 3813 5108  
or visit barcelonaturisme.com/wv3/en/  
for more information on Barcelona

Barcelona

C&K recommends: 
4 days & 3 nights staying at the Molina Lario 
Hotel from £495, including international 
flights, return private car transfers and 
breakfast. Please call Cox & Kings on  
020 3813 5108 or visit malagaturismo.
com/en for more information on Malaga.

Malaga

Insider tip: Begun in 1882, the Sagrada Família 
cathedral, Gaudí’s magnum opus, is still a work 
in progress. To fully appreciate this phenomenal 
structure, book advance tickets online and set 
aside at least half a day. For those with a head 
for heights, it’s well worth going up the spires for 
an aerial view. And here’s one for the diary: it’s 
finally scheduled for completion in 2026! 

St Petersburg State Russian Museum, launching 
with an extensive exhibition of Russian 
masterpieces. And as if that weren’t enough, 
the Carmen Thyssen Museum has opened as a 
counterpart to the renowned museum in Madrid.

Classic: Visit the Alcazaba fortress with its 
gardens and fountains, the 10th-century 
Gibralfaro castle and the beautiful Renaissance 
cathedral. After the essential trip to the  
Picasso Museum, enjoy a restorative glass  
of moscatel and a bite to eat in El Pimpi  
(it’s touristy, but loved by locals too – look out 
for the wine barrel signed by Antonio Banderas). 
Window-shop in the chic boutiques along 
marble-paved Calle Marqués de Larios.

Insider tip: For city-centre respite, take a stroll 
with the after-work crowd down by the port. 
Formerly a little down-at-heel, today swaying 
palm trees, a contemporary pergola, live music 
and waterfront lounges all contribute to the 
leisurely ambience. Behind the port is El Parque, 
a shady jungle of exotic flora and fauna.

La Sagrada Família, Barcelona

El Cubo, Centre Pompidou, Malaga

Alcazaba, Malaga
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This is not a city for the faint hearted. The capital 
of Andalusia will overwhelm your senses with 
magical Moorish architecture, mouthwatering 
cuisine, colourful festivities and a fiercely proud 
and passionate people. Even the sun this far 
south burns with an intensity like nowhere else 
on the Iberian peninsula.

New:  Built in 2010, the Metropol Parasol in 
Plaza de la Encarnación appears amid the old 
buildings of the historic centre like the Starship 
Enterprise or a giant waffle in the sky. Under its 
undulating canopy it shelters an archaeological 
museum, farmers’ market, cafes and panoramic 
terrace, as well as providing welcome shade from 
the hot Andalusian sun.

Classic: La Giralda, the bell tower of Seville’s 
gothic cathedral, is a hard sight to miss. Ruling 
the city skyline, this former Moorish minaret is 
worth climbing up for the views. More impressive 
still is the Alcazar, or royal palace: lose yourself 
among countless intricately decorated rooms, 
cool courtyards and gardens filled with  
tinkling fountains. To really capture the spirit  
of the Sevillanos, watch a flamenco show or,  
if you’re not too squeamish about these things, 
witness true Andalusian passion at a bull fight 
(April to October).

Seville

C&K recommends: 
4 days & 3 nights staying at the Las Casas de 
la Juderia from £450, including international 
flights, return private car transfers and 
breakfast. Please call Cox & Kings on  
020 3813 5108 or visit visitasevilla.es/en 
for more information on Seville. 

Insider tip: In spring time the city is filled with the 
rich scent of blossom as thousands of orange trees 
begin to bloom, but this is also the busiest time 
of year as festival season kicks off. In summer, 
be prepared for scorching temperatures. So go in 
the autumn – temperatures are delightfully warm 
right up until the end of October.

Patio de las Doncellas, Real Alcazar, Seville

Metropol Parasol, Seville

La Giralda, Seville
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The Mail on Sunday’s Max Wooldridge escapes 
to Vietnam’s magical Halong Bay
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The Mail on Sunday’s Max Wooldridge escapes 
to Vietnam’s magical Halong Bay

O
ur first morning in Vietnam, and 
our guide grins broadly as he 
points to where Viet Cong tanks 
smashed through the gates of 

the presidential palace in the mid-1970s. 

He’s equally as perky at the War Crimes 
Museum, one of the top attractions in 
Saigon, now of course officially known as 
Ho Chi Minh City. The museum is big on 
American atrocities, heavy on propaganda 
and worth a visit for the terminology 
alone. When we see phrases like “an 
arduous and protracted struggle” about 
the country’s long war against the United 
States, we wonder if it might be better 
applied to crossing a road in Saigon. 

But even clogged-up Saigon has nothing 
on Vietnam’s capital Hanoi and its crush of 
densely packed motorcycles. Rush hour, 
especially in Hanoi’s old quarter, seems to 
last from dawn until dusk. 

The traffic is a tourist attraction in itself: 
one afternoon we stand transfixed 
watching scooters dart around Hoan 
Kiem lake in the centre of the city. It’s the 
motorised equivalent of buffalo herds 
migrating across an African plain. You do 
not want to get in its way.  

Suddenly, Halong Bay – our final 
destination and a tranquil haven of azure 
waters gently stirred by boats chugging 
lazily between impossibly beautiful islands 
– seems a long way off. Though there’s 
something strangely beautiful about 
Hanoi’s surging traffic too: the constant 
honks and hoots create a continuous 
noise, rather like the ringing sound of 
cicadas in jungles.    

Colonial masters have always liked to 
leave their mark, and when the French 
arrived in Hanoi in 1873, they wasted 

no time making themselves at home. 
Their presence lives on today in the 
cafe culture, elegant stone mansions 
and wide, tree-lined boulevards of the 
city’s old French Quarter. We see bars 
serving a wide selection of vintage wines 
by the glass, and there’s no shortage of 
Parisian-style bakeries bristling with crusty 
baguettes and elegant pastries.

The French didn’t mess about when it 
came to constructing former colonial 
capitals like Hanoi. True to the ‘we-know-
best’ colonial spirit, they destroyed many 
of the ancient Vietnamese monuments, 
replacing them with Parisian-style 
buildings like the elegant opera house, 
now officially known as the Municipal 
Theatre. It’s based on the Paris Opéra and 
was erected in 1901 using grey-slate tiles 
imported from France.  

The stately building was the jewel in 
the crown of French Hanoi until the Viet 
Minh declared the August Revolution 
from its balcony in 1945. The lavish 
interiors can still be admired today during 
performances of the opera and ballet.

We tour another 19th-century structure 
built by the old colonial masters and 
designed with somewhat less comfort in 
mind: the grim Hoa Lo Prison Museum, 
better known as the infamous Hanoi Hilton 
by US prisoners during the Vietnam War.

A mobile guillotine on display is a grisly 
reminder of how some inmates were 
dispatched. Prisoners were beaten, 
starved and tortured, and by 1954 its 
capacity of 600 had swelled to more than 
2,000. The US senator John McCain was 
imprisoned here from 1967 to 1973, and his 
old flight uniform is on display. 

W O N D E R S
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We wander the hectic streets of Hanoi’s 
Old Quarter, always happiest when we 
don’t have any roads to cross. The Ly 
dynasty kings wouldn’t have shared our 
dilemma:  there were no motorbikes when 
the nation’s ancient kings established 
their imperial city in the 11th century. The 
picturesque One Pillar Pagoda, often seen 
as a symbol of Hanoi, is all that remains 
of their palaces. The jumble of streets 
that make up the Old Quarter, the city’s 
commercial heart, have been around since 
the 15th century. 

Here, we’re just a stone’s throw away 
from the Dong Xuan covered market and 
stalls selling Hanoi specialities including 
embroideries, stone carvings, silk and 
sandalwood. Nearby, we watch the 
time-honoured tradition of water puppets 
at Hoan Kiem lake. The puppets enact 
historic events and traditional rural scenes 
like rice being harvested. We also visit 
the remains of the revered Vietnamese 
leader Ho Chi Minh, his mummified body 
preserved since his death in 1960 and 
on display in a glass sarcophagus in his 
mausoleum.  

From the hectic and delightful chaos of 
Hanoi, we travel to Halong Bay for two 
nights aboard a luxury cruiser. We love 
the romantic translation of Halong Bay. 
It literally means ‘Bay of Descending 
Dragons’. Vietnamese legend has it that a 
dragon prince, Lac Long Quan, descended 
from heaven into the sea here, spraying 
a thousand pearls from its mouth. These 
pearls are now the hundreds of karsts that 
lie scattered in the bay. The distinctive 
forested rock formations, some rising 100 
metres high out of the sea, look like huge 

moss-covered boulders dumped here 
by giants; a watery graveyard with natural 
tombstones rising above us. 

The explanation saves us hours pondering 
how the nearly 2,000 shaggy limestone 
islands may have emerged here. 
Whatever happened, Halong Bay is a 
precious outdoor geological museum 
with exhibits more than 300 million years 
old. And a handy natural karst fortress for 
a country that is no stranger to foreign 
invasion, designed to protect Vietnam 
from invaders in the Gulf of Tonkin. Now 
designated a Unesco natural heritage site, 
the bay has become one of the country’s 
best-known destinations.

A little later, we are sitting on deck under 
a greyish-blue sky. We half-expect a 
primordial creature to swoop low through 
the towering outcrops and swipe our tray 
of rice-paper wrapped fresh spring rolls 
stuffed with shrimp and pork.   

We are not alone on the bay. There are 
other pleasure boats and cruise ships, 
day trippers and overnight cruises, even 
a reconditioned French paddle steamer. 
From our vantage point we peer into small 
wooden junks and see our own lives in 
miniature: whole families aboard boats 
topped with a clothes line. As we slide 
through the karst peaks of the island 
archipelago, hawkers sell snacks from 
small skiffs and old women with 
weather-beaten faces row tiny boats 
packed full of souvenirs between ships. 
They are in effect a floating market and 
wear distinctive bamboo-framed conical 
hats, usually worn by paddy workers.  

Throughout the day, we soak up the views 
from the top deck and then head ashore 
to swim beside the bay’s tiny beaches and 
explore caves. Our first sunset in particular 
is spectacular: a kaleidoscope of 
ever-changing colours. With early evening 
cocktails in hand, we sit on deck and 
watch what seems like an artist working 
from an increasingly crammed palette, as 
washes of pink, swathes of orange and 
banks of purple clouds cross the sky. 

“Wait, that’s the colour we want for the 
patio!” I say, nudging my partner excitedly.

At dinner, we meet the other guests over 
delicious skewers of tender flame-cooked 
pork, sautéed beef and local lime leaf 
dip. There’s also fabulous fish stew with 
coconut milk and morning glory sautéed 
with garlic. 
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...as the mist starts to lift, 
magnificent, lime-covered hills 
rise up out of the water around 
us. It’s dramatic, like a theatre 
curtain revealing the first act.  
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When 
October to December are the driest 
months in the north, while January to 
July are best along the central coast. Ho 
Chi Minh City and the Mekong delta in 
the south are coolest from November to 
March.

Sleep 
Sofitel Legend Metropole is a French 
colonial landmark in the heart of Hanoi 
with a guest list including the likes of 
Charlie Chaplin, Somerset Maugham and 
Graham Greene. Escape the crowds of Ho 
Chi Minh City and stay at the boutique An 
Lam Saigon River, offering seven luxurious 
riverside villas, from the outside world. If 
you want a relaxing start to the day before 
a cruise around Halong Bay, instead of 
the 4-hour drive from Hanoi, stay at The 
Paradise Suites Hotel, located on Tuan 
Chau island and a short walk from the 
boarding area of many luxury Halong Bay 
cruise vessels. 

Eat 
Ben Thanh market in Ho Chi Minh City is 
the ideal spot for an education on local 
cuisine. Discover an eye-opening display 
of live frogs, eels and pigs’ snouts in the 
wet market. And if that doesn’t curb your 
appetite, sample Vietnamese soups, 
seafood specialities and more at the many, 
inexpensive stalls.

Drink 
First introduced to Vietnam by the French, 
coffee has since taken on a variety of local 
variations. Try a Vietnamese iced coffee, 
or Ca phe da. Very strong and heavily 
sweetened with condensed milk, it’s the 
ideal start to a hot day.

Try 
Join a 1- or 2-night cruise in Halong Bay. 
The luxurious Au Co cruiser is one of the 
best on the water. Visit floating villages, 
take tai chi and cooking classes, and go 
kayaking, snorkelling and fishing from the 

boat. Take a waterways tour along the 
Cua Dai river to see local fishermen at work 
with their round nets or paddle your own 
small Vietnamese bamboo basket boat 
through the tranquil Bay Mau waterways. If 
food is your thing then join a local chef on 
a tour of Hanoi’s vibrant street markets, 
afterwards learning how to prepare 
traditional Vietnamese cuisine with the 
fresh produce you have bought.

VIETNAM AT A GLANCE 

by Cox & Kings Far East expert Neill Prothero

Our wicker and teak cabin has a 
comfortable bed with throw pillows, and 
with a little deck that offers views across 
the bay. At night it’s peaceful and very 
easy to just sit and do nothing; a beautiful 
silence reigns. We fall asleep to a gentle 
lullaby of the slap of water against the hull.

Morning, and we take breakfast on deck. 
There’s pho (rice noodle soup), spring 
rolls and fried eggs. Impossibly, the 
light is even more magical. We look out 
in wonder at the shroud of purple mist 
draped around the bay. Then, slowly,  
as the mist starts to lift, magnificent, 

lime-covered hills rise up out of the water 
around us. It’s dramatic, like a theatre 
curtain revealing the first act.  

Not even the excitement of descending 
dragons or Hanoi’s endless motorbikes 
can compete with this. • 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tour
Spirit of Vietnam – 14 Days & 11 Nights 
from £2,295 per person.  

This journey takes in Hanoi and Ho Chi 
Minh City, the war-era Cu Chi tunnels, and 
Hue and Hoi An. A cruise on the Mekong 
delta and Halong Bay, including a night on 
a traditional junk boat, are also included.

Speak to one of our Far East experts to 
find out more.
       020 3813 5108t
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From the moment you step onto Baltra 
Island – the main hub from which you 
travel around the numerous islands that 
make up the Galapagos archipelago – 

you feel you have arrived in a magical place. The 
weather is almost perfect all year around, with 
two distinct seasons, the warmest being from 
December to May when the sky is clear and the 
sun shines brightly.

The Galapagos Islands are a living laboratory, 
offering visitors a unique chance to interact with 
nature. The islands themselves are synonymous 
with survival. In 1835 the young naturalist Charles 
Darwin arrived on board the HMS Beagle and the 
diversity of species he found here inspired him 
to write his seminal work, The Origin of Species. 
You too can walk with century-old giant tortoises, 
bob around in the azure waters with sea lions 
and penguins, hurdle over marine iguanas, dance 
with the blue-footed booby, watch whales and 
kayak with dolphins. All the while, marvel at the 
extraordinary ability of these species to adapt to 
a variety of environments. 

Each island forms a unique ecosystem, a series 
of specialised relationships that have adapted 

to the volcanic and isolated nature of the islands 
created six million years ago. The archipelago is 
home to some of the highest levels of endemism 
– species living in a specific environment – on the 
planet, and is therefore a magnet for wildlife and 
nature enthusiasts from around the world. Around 
20% of the 2,900 marine species found here are 
unique to the Galapagos, and snorkelling in these 
waters is a stunning experience. As soon as you 
submerge into the water, an infinite number of 
fish and invertebrates appear. 

In 1978, the beautiful Galapagos Marine Reserve 
was declared by Unesco as a natural heritage site.
There is simply nowhere like the Galapagos, and 
the barren landscapes of these remote islands 
have not lost any of their haunting beauty since 
Darwin’s days. It is undoubtedly one of the last 
wildernesses on Earth.

The best way to explore this paradise is on board 
a week-long expedition, travelling long distances 
at night while you rest in your cabin. When you 
wake up the next morning, you are just a few 
steps away from your next adventure.

Ocean Adventures S.A. is committed to showcase 

the best of the islands on board its two vessels: 
the award-winning flagship, the M/V Eclipse, and 
the beautiful catamaran, the M/C Athala II. The 
M/V Eclipse recently won the World Travel Awards 
2015 in the category ‘South America´s Leading 
Boutique Cruise’.

The M/V Eclipse is a mid-size expedition 
vessel for 48 passengers, offering unparalleled 
levels of comfort and service. She features 
accommodation in five cabin categories, all 
stylishly decorated and equipped with private 
facilities and ocean views. Ample indoor areas 
provide a relaxed atmosphere for socialising with 
your fellow travellers, and the spectacular al fresco 
dining invites you to savour a scrumptious meal 
with the islands´ stunning scenery as a backdrop. 
One of the most popular areas on board is the 
Sun Deck, ideal for stargazing, soaking in the 
jacuzzi, or relaxing on the sun loungers.

The M/V Eclipse is large enough to travel the 
Pacific in comfort and safety, yet small enough to 
dock at remote ports and negotiate inter-island 
landings with agility. She is the perfect size for an 
expedition-style adventure, and the choice for 
travellers who prefer the intimate atmosphere 

E C U A D O R

A Piece of Heaven 
off the Coast of

A visit to the enchanting Galapagos Islands is 
not just a trip to see one more destination, but 
the chance to experience a unique, once-in-

a-lifetime setting. These islands are steeped in 
history and rich with an exceptional diversity 
of wildlife; visiting the Galapagos Islands is to 
travel to the very heart of the planet and our 

understanding of it.

PROMOTION



and attentive service of a smaller boutique vessel 
to a larger cruise ship. 

If you prefer an even more intimate and 
personalised ambience, the modern catamaran 
M/C Athala II will be the right choice for 
you, combining adventure with comfort. She 
accommodates just 16 passengers in 8 spacious 
and fully air-conditioned cabins, some of them 
with private balconies.

In addition to her attractive interiors, the stable 
M/C Athala II provides a fantastic outdoor 
space including a large sun deck, an open-air bar 
and the al fresco dining area, ideal to enjoy a 
delicious blend of international and local flavours. 
The personalised service of a small ship and its 
contemporary design makes the M/C Athala II 
an excellent choice for private charters and 
family trips.

Both ships operate two unrivalled 7-night 
itineraries. The Española route includes jaw-
dropping Galapagos scenery at Moreno Point 
on Isabela Island, the infamous Floreana Island 
for its island intrigue, as well as Española Island, 
home to the unique waved albatross and other 

breathtaking wildlife and landscapes. 

The Genovesa itinerary takes in the northern 
region of the archipelago, with visits to Isabela 
and Fernandina Islands, renowned for their 
unique wildlife and exceptional snorkeling. 
Genovesa Island is home to some of the most 
extraordinary birdlife you will ever see, and 
the view from the top of Bartolomé Island is 
emblematic of the Galapagos. 

We anchor off-shore at two visitor sites per 
day. On the islands, our guests follow marked 
trails, walking at a leisurely pace, with the guide 
explaining the unusual sights. Approximately 
3 hours are spent at each site, allowing plenty of 
time to explore and to photograph the abundant 
wildlife. Afterwards, there is often an opportunity 
to swim, snorkel or kayak before returning to 
the ship.

Families welcome – Taking children to the 
Galapagos Islands is a no-brainer. With specially 
designed activities and a designated Child 
Coordinator, kids can make their own discoveries 
about the history of evolution and the unique 
species of the islands. There is no better gift to 

a child than taking the classroom to the natural 
world; there is no better teacher than experience. 

The M/V Eclipse takes these concepts to 
new heights during her family-friendly cruise 
departures.

Another perk in the M/V Eclipse's schedule are 
the popular Photographic Expeditions, suitable 
for beginners, amateurs and enthusiasts. This is 
a great occasion to team up with a professional 
photographer during a week-long workshop 
on board the M/V Eclipse, with countless 
opportunities to capture nature up close. •

For more information or to 
speak to a Latin America expert, 
please call 020 3813 5108 or visit 
coxandkings.co.uk/ecuador
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rom the oasis cities of Samarkand, 
Bukhara and Merv to the forbidding 
Karakum desert, Central Asia is both 

familiar and strange. It is a vast swathe of 
the world that conjures up the romance – 
and hardships – of the Silk Road, yet despite 
documentaries and books about its conquerors 
(Alexander the Great, Tamerlane, Genghis Khan) 
and explorers (Marco Polo, Ibn Battuta and Sven 
Hedin, to name just three), Central Asia remains 
a mysterious blank on the map. And this is part 
of its appeal. Forget the mass tourism found in 
many parts of Asia, a journey to Central Asia 
offers true adventure and a tonic for the senses.

The Golden Eagle’s Silk Road journey travels both 
eastwards and westwards, capturing Central 
Asia’s essential character. It is an opulent train 
– think of it as a ‘hotel-train’ or a ‘rail-cruise’ – 
reflecting the imperial wealth of Russia and 
allowing travellers to see this hard-to-navigate 
region in real comfort. Travelling eastwards, it 
pulls out of Moscow, before juddering through 
the Russian countryside passing onion-domed 
churches, dense forests and dachas. Then, 
leaving the world’s largest country behind, the 
Golden Eagle begins its journey through the 
forbidding deserts, emerald-green steppe and 
glittering river valleys of Central Asia. 

Beyond the forbidding black sand desert of  
the Karakum, the train draws into Khiva, 
Uzbekistan – probably the most complete  
Silk Road city in the world. Historically, Khiva  
was a desert hideaway for slave traders and 
thieves, a dangerous place run by blood-thirsty, 
warring clans. Later, it was pacified by the  
Soviets who declared it a Soviet Republic in 
1922, before joining it to Uzbekistan in 1924. 
Today, it is a safe and sedate museum-city of 
baked mud walls, home to one of the most 
impressive collections of Islamic architecture in 
the world. Madrasas stand in the shadows of 
towering minarets and the Kukhna ark, a fortress 
and former residence of the khans of Khiva.  
The foundation of the ark was built in the 
fifth century, although most sections are more 
modern, dating back to the 19th century.  
For the visitor, it is a fascinating introduction 
to the lives of the khans with its throne room, 
harem chambers and summer mosque.

Illustrating the jigsaw borders of Central Asia – 
carved out by Stalin in 1924 – the Golden Eagle 
then crosses to the capital of Turkmenistan, 
Ashgabat, before returning to Uzbekistan. 
Known as the ‘white city’, Ashgabat holds the 
Guinness World Record for having the highest 
concentration of white marble buildings 

Silk Road
by Rail

Travelling aboard the luxurious Golden Eagle train,  
travel writer Caroline Eden goes to the heart of fabled 

Central Asia, through Uzbekistan and beyond

F

UZBEKISTAN
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the merchants and brokers who travelled the 
Silk Road between the sixth and 13th centuries, 
turning these cities into Asia’s great trading 
centres. This was a time when caravans of 
camels transported ginger, tea, herbs, jade, 
jewels and highly portable silk from China, 
through Central Asia, and on to Istanbul and 
Rome. It’s worth noting that for the majority 
of the Silk Road’s long history, the world’s first 
globalised trade route had no name. Then, in the 
mid-19th century, the German geologist, Baron 
Ferdinand von Richthofen, named the trade 
network Die Seidenstrasse (the Silk Road), and 
it stuck. 

These two oasis cities, which lie just a three-
hour drive from one another, are truly ancient, 
ruled for centuries by Turks, Persians, Arabs and 
Russians who all left behind their teachings, 
religious ideologies and culinary traditions. Given 
this genuine melting pot of culture, in 2001 

anywhere in the world. Founded in 1881, modern 
Ashgabat is a place that truly boggles the mind 
with its outlandish gold domes and curious 
statues of past presidents. The few visitors who 
do come here (Turkmenistan only receives 7,000 
international guests a year) spend time exploring 
the National Museum, home to the country’s 
most treasured archaeological finds, and the 
Capital Carpet Museum, crammed with exquisite 
carpets dating back to the 17th century. 

Leaving this relatively new city behind, the train 
then snakes along the far southern flank of 
Turkmenistan to the ancient oasis-city of Merv, 
an important centre on the Silk Road. Merv is the 
most significant historical site in Turkmenistan, 
with Sufi shrines, fortified walls and ancient trade 
roads. This small, wind-swept place serves as a 
good introduction to life on the Silk Road ahead 
of the next two stops, Samarkand and Bukhara, 
the true gems of Central Asia. 

Carpet stall, Toqi Sarrafon bazaar, Bukhara, Uzbekistan

Samarkand...An early morning 
visit to the otherworldly 
necropolis of the Shah-i-Zinda 
(Tomb of the Living King) is 
unmissable.

Young boy in traditional attire Market trader

Of these two Uzbek cities, the holy city of 
Bukhara is the more pleasing, Samarkand being 
a far busier, more Soviet-style city. Bukhara is 
sedate, an almost sleepy city of sand-coloured 
domes, glittering majolica tile work and towering 
minarets; a place where locals relax in traditional 
chaikhanas (tea houses), shaded by the low 
hanging branches of rustling mulberry trees. 

In the covered bazaars, traders hawk bolts of 
ikat cloth and colourful spices, bringing to mind 

UZBEKISTAN
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The Uzbek capital of Tashkent, the next stop 
for the Golden Eagle, is much more Soviet in 
atmosphere and style. Despite the fall of the 
Soviet Union 25 years ago, many taxi drivers still 
speak Russian and the wide avenues are lined 
with hulking Moscow-inspired buildings. From 
Tashkent, the train crosses into the giant land of 
Kazakhstan – ninth largest country in the world 
– and to the former capital, Almaty. This small 
mountain-ringed city is a pleasant place of apple 
orchards, poplar and birch trees and, despite the 
capital being moved north to Astana, it remains 
the cultural capital. Home to the neoclassical 
Abai Opera and Ballet Theatre buildings, it is 
a far cry from the city’s modest origins as a 
military outpost for the tsars.

From here the train continues to the Chinese 
cities of Turpan and Dunhuang, both also Silk 
Road stops. Dunhuang, at the eastern end of 
the southern Silk Road, provides one last nugget 

Unesco added Samarkand to its world heritage 
list, pertinently referring to it as ‘Samarkand – 
Crossroads of Cultures’. 

Samarkand deserves at least two nights in order 
to explore the main sights. An early morning visit 
to the otherworldly necropolis of the Shah-i-
Zinda (Tomb of the Living King) is unmissable. 
It is believed that Qusam ibn-Abbas, a cousin of 
the Prophet Mohammed, is buried here. Fittingly, 
the Islamic tile work is some of the finest in the 
world. The main square in the city, the Registan, 
inspired Victorian traveller Lord Curzon to call 
it “the noblest square in the world.” It is no less 
impressive today with its enormous madrasas 
(schools) and epic plaza.  

Uzbekistan’s long history of trade, rule and 
diversity has resulted in a gamut of different 
food cultures throughout the country. In 
restaurants and homes you’ll find familiar 

Shah-i-zinda, Samarkand, Uzbekistan

In the bazaars, stalls display 
huge piles of sun-ripened and 

organic fruit and vegetables. 

dishes like Russian borscht, shashlik (kebab) and 
salads, and more unusual plates of laghman 
(noodles from old Chinese Turkestan) and 
manti (steamed dumplings). Some dishes seem 
familiar but are not – like plov, similar to a 
Persian pilaf; or samsa, which is like an Indian 
samosa. In the bazaars, stalls display huge piles 
of sun-ripened and organic fruit and vegetables. 
All are brilliantly photogenic, as are the traders 
who, wearing traditional clothes (long ikat-print 
dresses), smile through rows of gold teeth.
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of history before the train continues to Xian 
(the first or final stop on the Silk Road). This 
was where, in 1907, the father of Central Asian 
archaeology, Sir Aurel Stein, purchased a secret 
haul of silks, paintings and scrolls that had been 
hidden in cave temples for hundreds of years. 
Some are on display in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum today: a fragment of Central Asian 
mystery and magic, which captivates all those 
who experience it. •

When
Spring (April / May) and autumn (September 
/ October) are the ideal months to travel to 
Uzbekistan, avoiding the harsh winter months 
and fierce summer heat. There’s also less chance 
of rain at these times of year.

Sleep
Ideally located in the heart of Bukhara,  
Sasha & Son was once a 16th-century Jewish 
merchant’s house. Now converted into a small 
boutique hotel and decorated in traditional 
Bukharan style, it offers a wonderfully authentic 
ambience. There is also a charming courtyard 
for alfresco evening drinks. In the walled city 
of Khiva, stay at the Orient Star hotel. Built 
in the 19th century, this stunning building was 
originally the madrasa of Moukhammed Amin 
Khan. Rooms that formerly accommodated the 
students have been beautifully renovated as 
guestrooms while its clever architectural design 
means that there is no need for air conditioning. 

Eat
The Minzifa restaurant in Bukhara is an excellent 
choice for sampling traditional Uzbek cuisine. In 
the summer months, dine on the rooftop terrace, 
which offers superb views over the city.

Drink
Two centuries of Imperial Russian and Soviet rule 
have left behind a legacy of vodka and beer and, 
unusually for a Muslim country, both are drunk 
in abundance. If you’re looking for non-alcoholic 
refreshment, Lyab-i Hauz in Bukhara, a pretty 
square centred around one of the city’s few 
remaining ponds, is a beautiful spot for a herbal 
tea or coffee. 

Try
View the Bibi Khanum mausoleum in 
Samarkand by night. Most visitors head to the 
renowned Registan Square, so the mausoleum, 
lit up in all its splendour, is a much more 
intimate experience. Visit the Karakalpakstan 

UZBEKISTAN AT A GLANCE 

by Cox & Kings Middle East expert Michael Fleetwood

Crescent Spring and Mingyue Pavilion, Dunhuang, China

Market trader Bar Car, Golden Eagle train

UZBEKISTAN

Art Museum in Nukus, home to a selection of 
artefacts and displays of local culture as well as 
a large collection of modern Russian and Uzbek 
art from the 1900s to 1930s. Don’t shy away 
from a good haggle in the souk. Tashkent has a 
wealth of souks, which offer visitors a multitude 
of colourful items to purchase. Finally, rather than 
spend the evening at your hotel, take a refreshing 
night walk in Khiva. Enjoy the serene and 
peaceful atmosphere and experience a different 
aspect of this medieval city.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tours
Uzbekistan: Heart of Central Asia
12-day & 11-night group tour from £1,795 
per person 
Visiting Tashkent, Samarkand, Khiva, Bukhara, 
Samarkand and Shahrisabz. 

The Silk Road on the Golden Eagle 
22-day & 21-night non-exclusive group tour 
from £15,395 per person 
Visiting Moscow, Volgograd, Bukhara, 
Samarkand, Tashkent, Merv, Xian and Beijing 
aboard the Golden Eagle train.

Speak to one of our Middle East experts  
to find out more.

020 3813 5108t



To speak to an expert or request a brochure,
call 020 3813 5018 quoting COMPASS

coxandkings.co.uk/uzbekistan

DISCOVER
UZBEKISTAN

Set on the ancient Silk Road, for centuries Uzbekistan 
was besieged by waves of traders, nomads and 

conquerors. The architectural legacy that remains is 
awe-inspiring. Visit intricately decorated mosques, 

madrasas and mausoleums as well as immense palaces 
and fortresses in Samarkand, Bukhara and Khiva, once 

some of the most powerful cities in the world.

HEART OF CENTRAL ASIA
12-Day tour from £1,745

With Cox & Kings and Uzbekistan Airways



      St Petersburg

Peter the Great’s 300-year-old ‘window 
on the west’, St Petersburg is a delight, 
its elaborate palace-lined waterways 
thankfully escaping the architectural 
incursions of Stalinism. The Hermitage 
and Fabergé museums feature 
glittering treasures, while outside the 
city lie the stunning imperial palaces 
and gardens of Pavlovsk, Pushkin and 
Peterhof.

1

       Kizhi Island 

The small, picturesque island of Kizhi 
is an open-air, Unesco-listed museum, 
where some of the region’s finest 
wooden buildings – from windmills 
and barns to churches and houses – 
have been relocated and preserved. 
Make sure to visit the Transfiguration 
Cathedral, one of the largest wooden 
structures in the world.

2

       Goritsy

One of the ancient Golden Ring towns, 
Goritsy is home to Europe’s largest 
monastery, the immense 14th-century 
Kirillov-Belozersky, and the 15th-
century Cathedral of Assumption 
containing superb frescoes and a five-
tier, 17th-century iconostasis. Be sure to 
visit the traditional painted izbas, or log 
cabins, where people continue to fish 
and farm.

3

      Uglich

Also within the Golden Ring, Uglich 
showcases stunning Russian architecture. 
The town also witnessed one of the most 
significant events in Russian history – the 
death of Ivan the Terrible’s young son 
Dmitry, whose murder in 1591 started the 
‘Time of Troubles’.

4

Sail Back in Time
Experience luxury and soak up magnificent views, cruising in comfort along the 
scenic rivers, lakes and canals connecting Russia’s two greatest cities, Moscow 
and St Petersburg. Exploring the compellingly beautiful upper Volga region, the 
prestigious Volga Dream introduces you to otherwise inaccessible medieval 
towns and timelessly idyllic rural landscapes.
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F I N L A N D

R U S S I A

E S T O N I A

L A T V I A

B E L A R U S

For more information on Cox & Kings’ Russia cruises, 
please call 020 3813 5108 or visit coxandkings.co.uk/russia

The Volga Dream cruise route
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        Moscow

Russia’s capital wears its history on its streets, with 
ancient monasteries, Soviet-era tower blocks and 
ultra-modern skyscrapers standing side by side.  
Marvel at immense architectural sights such as 
the Kremlin, Red Square and St Basil’s cathedral, 
or take in a ballet or opera at the world-renowned 
Bolshoi theatre.

5

The Volga Dream
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In Kipling s
Footsteps

Ahead of the new Jungle Book film, the Daily Telegraph’s 
Stephen McClarence explores Rudyard Kipling’s India

S
even thousand feet up in the 
Himalaya, Raaja Bhasin is giving 
us a guided tour of Shimla’s Gaiety 
Theatre. 

This, he says, pointing through a doorway, is the 
room where the Viceroy used to host suppers in 
the days when Shimla, most famous of India’s 
hill stations, was the summer capital of the British 
Raj. This, he says, is the newly restored Victorian 
auditorium, all green and gold, seating just 310 
and exquisite with plaster cherubs.

And here are framed photographs of long-past 
productions by the Amateur Dramatic Club: 
Miss Muspratt Williams and Miss Wogan Bronne 
in The Yeomen of the Guard; Mr Otto and 
Captain Coffin in The Adventure of Lady Ursula; 
Mr Crookshank and Mrs Barrows in A Country 
Mouse. “Britishers come and say: ‘That’s my great 
grandmother there,’ ” says Bhasin, an authority 
on Shimla and historical consultant for Channel 
4’s Indian Summers, which is set in the town. 

Sadly there are no pictures of the most famous 
person to tread the Gaiety’s boards: Rudyard 
Kipling, the writer who perhaps more than 

anyone moulded British perceptions of India, 
in all its imperialism and exoticism, for half a 
century. 2015 was the 150th anniversary of his 
birth – in Bombay (now Mumbai) – and my wife 
and I are on the trail of the man and his books. 

For several years, as a young newspaper 
reporter, Kipling covered ‘the season’ in Shimla 
– or Simla as this eyrie of the empire was called 
in the days when the British fled the scorching 
summer plains and ruled one-fifth of humanity 
from it for half the year. 

Kipling’s brief involved, he said, “as much riding, 
waltzing, dining out and concerts in a week as 
I should get at home in a lifetime”. It gave him 
plenty of material for Plain Tales from the Hills, 
his sometimes wry, sometimes tragic stories 
about the idiosyncrasies of British India and the 
uneasy relationship between rulers and ruled.

Easing himself into Shimla society in 1887, he 
acted in a farce at the newly opened Gaiety 
Theatre; to no great acclaim. The Viceroy, Lord 
Dufferin, found his performance “horrid and 
vulgar”. 

’
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INDIA

It wasn’t the last time such criticism was thrown 
at Kipling. George Orwell named him “a jingo 
imperialist, morally insensitive and aesthetically 
disgusting”, while Oscar Wilde called him “our first 
authority on the second-rate.” Many others have 
questioned his populism and his paternalistic 
belief that the British Empire (if well run) was “a 
good thing”. To set against that, Kim, partly set in 
Shimla, was Nehru’s favourite novel. 

Kipling generally travelled here in a tonga, a 
horse-drawn carriage, along roads that were, he 
wrote, “just ledges”. My wife and I have travelled 
by the toy train, a narrow-gauge railway opened in 
1903, some 15 years after his last Shimla season. 

We’ve been staying in Delhi and are up at 5am 
to drive through the foggy dawn and catch an 
express train up to Kalka, where the toy train is 
waiting. It’s ineffably quaint with its half-dozen 
boxy carriages, each seating 30 passengers 
(snugly). With much hooting and tooting, it 
edges out of the station at the start of its 
60-mile journey. 

It’s a slow-motion switchback ride, a good  
5 hours of viaducts, bridges (845 of them) and 
tunnels (much shrieking from the children on 
board). The line zigs, it zags, it double-backs, it 
triple-backs, and we eventually emerge through 

the mists into afternoon sunshine, high enough 
to be flying. With its sheer drops, the Slow 
Train to Shimla is not for the vertiginous or the 
impatient.

From time to time, it stops at trim stations 
where passengers pile off to buy cheese patties 
and cardboard cups of tomato soup. Gradually 
Shimla unfolds in the distance, sprawling over 
the hillsides, houses clinging to the slopes 
by their fingernails, with vast snow-covered 
mountains glistening behind. The sun sets 
behind the pine trees, the train pulls in, and we 
drive a few hundred yards to our hotel.

The scrupulously plush Oberoi Cecil – where the 
house pianist is playing My Bonnie Lies over 
the Ocean – is furnished in luxury Raj style and 
has its own Kipling connection: it is built on the 
site of The Tendrils, one of his homes. Many 
of its rooms offer panoramic views over the 
mountains, with ranges silhouetted against each 
other. At night, the house and street lights far 
below stud the darkness – “a double firmament”, 
as Kipling wrote in Kim.

Shimla has expanded hugely since his day; 
with its many modern buildings, it’s no longer 
a half-timbered Haslemere in the Himalaya. 
His “crowded rabbit warren” of bazaars, which 

inspired some of Kim’s most magical passages, 
now cascade down the hillsides, with monkeys 
clattering over the corrugated iron roofs. Here 
Kipling met AM Jacob, a mysterious, almost 
mystical jewellery and curio dealer who inspired 
the character of Lurgan Sahib and his room “full 
of things that smelt like all the temples of all 
the East”.

Over two days of crisp winter sunshine, we find 
plenty of charm, particularly along The Mall, still 
the town’s social focus, and around the central 
piazza on The Ridge with its holiday atmosphere: 
horse riding, balloons, candy floss and much 
promenading. 

At one end is primrose-yellow Christ Church, 
looking airlifted straight from the Cotswolds and 
retaining a potent Raj atmosphere. Memorials 
remember Assistant Adjutant-Generals, 
Commissary-Generals-in-Chief and Directors 
General of Ordnance. Screwed to the front pews, 
a small brightly polished brass plaque announces 
proprietorially: ‘HE The Viceroy’. 

At the other side of town is his old home: the 
Viceregal Lodge. Lodge? This is a vast baronial 
barn, with a teak-panelled entrance hall big 
enough to accommodate most common-or-
garden stately homes. Once full of tiger-skin 

Gradually Shimla unfolds 
in the distance, sprawling 
over the hillsides, houses 
clinging to the slopes by 

their fingernails, with vast 
snow-covered mountains 

glistening behind.

‘

‘
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rugs and brocaded chairs, it’s now an academic 
institute, but guided tours take visitors round 
some of the rooms to stare at the table where 
India’s independence was hammered out. The 
British employed 800 staff here, including 40 
gardeners. An official still hovers outside to blow 
a warning whistle whenever anyone dares step 
on the lawn. 

We stroll back to The Ridge, passing retired 
military-looking men, spruce in tweed caps and 
sports jackets, dark blue blazers and cravats. In 
this Brigadoon for brigadiers, they sometimes 
meet in the dim, muggy Indian Coffee House, 
where white-uniformed waiters with Nehru caps 
serve ‘finger chips’, mutton noodles and ‘jelly 
with cream’.

The elite club based at the Gaiety Theatre keeps 
up strict standards. Lounge suits and leather 
shoes must be worn after 7pm, though “turtle 
necks with jackets may be worn in winter”. 
On the terrace, the ultra-urbane Raaja Bhasin 
discusses Kipling. 

Where, I wonder, might a visitor to Shimla sense 
his lingering presence? “You might feel it just 
walking along The Mall, where he did so much of 
his people-watching, even though the rickshaws 
have gone,” he says. “But the general attitude to 

‘

‘

Kipling, the writer who 
perhaps more than 
anyone moulded British 
perceptions of India, in 
all its imperialism and 
exoticism...

him in today’s India is that it’s all part of history, 
that we should leave it at that and move on.”

We do indeed move on – to Kanha National Park, 
in the central Indian state of Madhya Pradesh, in 
pursuit of Kipling’s The Jungle Book, still widely 
read (and watched) by Indian schoolchildren. 

The Kanha area is often cited as the inspiration 
for the landscapes in these animal fables. The 
honest truth, however, is that Kipling never 
visited this part of India and based his jungle 
descriptions on other books, photographs and 
conversations. But it’s the spirit not the letter 
that counts and any excuse to visit Kanha’s 750 
square miles is a good one.

We’re staying at Banjaar Tola, a luxury ‘tented 
camp’ run by Taj Safaris. With its bamboo 
floors, sturdy canvas roof and walls, and decor 
modelled on tribal art, our suite, with its treetop-
level veranda overlooking a river, is to tents what 
Chatsworth is to detached houses. And it has 
electric blankets. 

Images (left to right):
The Viceregal Lodge, Shimla • Bengal tigers • 
Toy train • Banjaar Tola tent deck • Rudyard 
Kipling

Kipling’s Bombay

Rudyard Kipling was born in 
Mumbai, or Bombay as it was called 
at its Victorian height (and is still 
called by many of its citizens) in 
1865. His Yorkshire-born father, 
John Lockwood Kipling, was an 
architectural sculptor who became 
the first principal of the Jeejeebhoy 
School of Art in the centre of the 
city, and settled in a whitewashed 
bungalow where Rudyard was born 
and spent his first five years. 

The bungalow was subsequently 
demolished and replaced by an 
elegant timber building with a trim 
veranda. Recent plans to turn it into 
a Kipling museum have foundered 
due to fears that his imperialist image 
would cause a political storm and the 
now-empty building is reportedly 
“close to collapse”.

Kiplingites will have to make do with 
Mumbai’s St Thomas’ Cathedral, 
where the author was christened. 
Its walls are crammed with grieving 
marble memorials to servants of 
the empire who “fell sacrifice to 
the climate” or were “treacherously 
deprived of life”. 

At Crawford Market, piled high with 
fruit and vegetables,  
cross-legged stallholders supervise 
perfect pyramids of tomatoes and 
artfully displayed potatoes. Lockwood 
designed the market’s busy friezes 
of Indian rural life and a fountain 
decorated with a harmonious jungle 
of carved animals and birds. It’s often 
slung with drying washing.

The surrounding area is the heart 
of Victorian Bombay, with the 
university, whose bells used to play 
Home Sweet Home and Rule Britannia, 
and the Victoria (railway) Terminus, 
renamed Chhatrapati Shivaji 
Terminus but still most commonly 
called VT. As India’s architectural 
answer to St Pancras, it seethes with 
three million passengers a day.
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When 
Positioned in the foothills of the Himalaya, 
Shimla has a consistently mild climate. Don’t 
be put off by the monsoon rains from July to 
September; this is when the area springs to life 
with a lush, green vibrancy.

Sleep 
During the time of the British Raj, the Oberoi 
Cecil was the place for exclusive gatherings 
of the rich and famous, including the author 
Rudyard Kipling. Today it provides a luxurious 
base from which to explore the surrounding 
town and countryside. Also part of the 
Oberoi group, Wildflower Hall was once 
the Himalayan residence of Lord Kitchener 
of Khartoum. Revive with Ayurvedic spa 
treatments, delicious cuisine and spectacular 
views of the mountain ranges and dense pine 
forests beyond. Clarkes Hotel is yet another 
building full of old-world colonial charm and 
tranquillity. Located on the bustling Shimla 
Mall road, this is the ideal spot from which to 

explore Shimla’s highlights. Soak up stunning 
panoramic views from the hotel’s bar.

Eat 
The Wildflower Hall offers a range of 
sumptuous foodie experiences. Dine in 
their stunning restaurant with views of the 
Himalaya, relax with a bespoke private picnic 
in the forest, or indulge in a gourmet five-
course meal in the charming hillside gazebo.

Drink 
The region of Himachal is known as the 
fruit bowl of India, so be sure to try out one 
of the many refreshing juices, squashes or 
concentrates made from fresh mangos, 
plums, lychees, guavas and other fruit.

Try 
Aside from a ride on the famous toy train 
and a visit to the Vice Regal Lodge, there are 
many other highlights to discover on a visit 
to this intriguing hill station. Take a privately 

guided tour of the Gaiety Theatre, where 
Kipling himself performed. Walk through the 
Mall, famous for its Victorian architecture 
reminiscent of the Raj-era and its many 
shops selling crafts, pottery, books, jewellery 
and beautiful handmade pashminas. For 
something a little more adventurous, walk 
through the nearby hills and then hike up 
Shali Tibba, a magnificent isolated peak at 
a height of 2,895 metres (9,500 ft) with a 
temple dedicated to the goddess Kali perched 
on its summit.

SHIMLA AT A GLANCE 

by Cox & Kings India expert Andrew Gibb

Most guests come to see tigers: the Shere Khan 
of The Jungle Book. Hunting reduced India’s 
tiger population from an estimated 100,000 at 
the start of the 20th century to 1,400 by 2008. 
The latest estimate, however, is more than 2,200, 
and 80 of them may be at Kanha.

Once every guy wanted to possess a tiger skin: 
it was a symbol of power and bravery, says 
Nagendra Singh Hada, Taj Safaris’ general 
manager. Now, he says, the trophy is spotting 
one. 

With that in mind, we set off on a jeep safari 
with Sadhvi Singh, an engaging 24-year-old 
naturalist. As we drive along tracks through 
dense forest of sal trees and bamboo, Sadhvi 
reckons we have a one-in-three chance of 
spotting a tiger. That would be nice, we say, but 
we’re quite happy just seeing some of the other 
animals and the 200 species of birds. 

We see swamp deer strolling with stately 
unconcern, yellow-footed green pigeons, and 
jungle cats. Sadhvi’s eyes dart through the trees. 
“Racket-tailed drongo over there,” she says, 
“Rufous treepie there. Red-wattled lapwing. 
Scops owl gazing down from that branch.” A 
distant flock of dots flies across the horizon. 
“Mynahs,” she says. She could probably spot a 
sparrow a continent away.

It’s been a wonderfully calm afternoon, 
unstressed by any imperative to see a tiger. Nor 
do we see one next morning, when at 6.30am a 
grey scarf of mist swirls over the forest and dew 
clings to spiders’ webs. There’s frost on the grass, 
porridge and whisky on the terrace and hot 
water bottles in the jeep. 

Even we non-tiger-centrics feel a momentary 
frisson of excitement when Sadhvi spots tiger 
tracks and we join a convoy of jeeps playing hide 
and seek with an animal that may or may not be 
there. No joy, but the dew on the spiders’ webs 
has been enough. •

A version of this article first appeared in the 
Daily Telegraph, January 2016

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tour
Golden Triangle & Shimla
13 Days & 11 Nights from £1,795 per person

Including 3 nights at leisure at the Oberoi Cecil 
in Shimla, this group tour includes a ride on the 
toy train and takes in all of the highlights of the 
Golden Triangle. 

Speak to one of our India experts to  
find out more.

020 3813 5108t
Swamp deer, Kanha National Park



Trim Size: 297mm (h) x 210 mm (w) Bleed Size: 303 (h) x 216 (w)  Type Area: 277 (h) x 190 mm (w)

For bookings and reservations, please contact Taj Reservations Worldwide.

Visit us on:

Taj Reservations Worldwide (accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week)
Worldwide: 00 800 4 588 1 825
Email: tajsafaris@tajhotels.com or reservations@tajhotels.com •  Web: www.tajsafaris.com

Mahua Kothi
Bandhavgarh National Park
12 rustic 'kutiyas' with open 
verandahs set amidst bamboo 
thickets – take back an experience 
to cherish forever.

Baghvan
Pench National Park
12 bungalow-inspired suites with 
cosy, private machaans - enjoy the 
perfect romantic sleepout.

Banjaar Tola
Kanha National Park
18 riverine tents and floating decks 
perched at the edge of the Banjaar 
river – be a silent spectator to 
jungle life.

Pashan Garh
Panna National Park
12 quaint stone cottages near the 
famed Khajuraho temples - 
experience the wilderness from 
your private den.

K A N H A N A T I O N A L P A R K

Interpret the ways of the wild

Come face to face with a tiger as it encounters it’s prey or a vain peacock as it preens for 
your camera. Get an insider’s view of the habitats of the tiger,

leopard, fox, sambhar and 300 species of rare birds. And as the sun comes to rest, retire in the 
comfort of your initimate jungle lodge. 

Welcome to Taj Safaris - India’s first and only luxury wildlife circuit.
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Seventh Heaven  
Located between North and South 
America, the seven countries of 
Central America - Belize, Nicaragua, 
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, 
Honduras and Panama - are 
home to nearly 10% of the world’s 
biodiversity, combining lush nature, 
rich history and plenty of  
eco-elegance. Travelling between 
these countries allows you to 
sample a diverse range of unique 
cultures, indigenous cuisine, 
ancient ruins and magnificent 
colonial architecture. 

The region also boasts hundreds of 
miles of unblemished beaches, with 
stunning crystal waters and fine 
white sand. Along the Caribbean 
Coast lies the second largest coral 
reef on the planet, while the Pacific 
coast’s beaches are ideal for  
body-boarding and big game 
fishing. The interior offers an 
abundance of rainforest, waterfalls, 
rivers and towering volcanoes, 
and with over 400 protected areas, 
Central America is the home of 
‘ecotourism’.

 Whether travelling along the 
Panama Canal, exploring Ancient 
Guatemala, roaming through 
the Honduran forests, crossing 
Nicaragua’s Lake Managua, relaxing 
on the beautiful Belize beaches, 
monkey-spotting in Costa Rica, 
or admiring El Salvador’s famous 
archaeology, Central America 
is a dream destination for every 
traveller.

PROMOTION
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Tikal, Guatemala 
This magnificent Mayan complex of 
pyramidal temples and causeways was 
inhabited for more than 1,000 years before 
being abandoned in the 10th century. 
Buried in the heart of Tikal National Park, 
these atmospheric Unesco-listed ruins 
are cocooned in lush green jungle and 
resonate with the cries of howler monkeys.

The Great Blue Hole, Belize
In 1971, Jacques Cousteau brought his ship 
Calypso to this huge underwater sinkhole, 
near the centre of Belize’s Lighthouse Reef, 
and declared it one of the world’s top 10 
scuba diving sites. Gouged by glaciers and 
plunging to a depth of 124 metres, it teems 
with a spectacular array of marine life. 

The Bay Islands, Honduras
This small archipelago, set on the 
Mesoamerican Barrier Reef (second 
only to the Great Barrier Reef) has an 
impressive history, spanning Mayan 
civilisation, Spanish exploration and British 
colonisation. It is also one of the best 
places in the world to learn scuba diving, 
with the reef mere metres from the shore.

Ometepe, Nicaragua
The world’s largest volcanic island set in 
a freshwater lake, this sliver of paradise 
is formed from two volcanic peaks 
connected by a low isthmus, creating 
an hourglass shape. Signs of ancient 
human habitation, such as petroglyphs 
(carved stone panels) and stone idols, are 
scattered on the northern slopes of the 
Maderas volcano.

Sendero de los Quetzales, Panama
Sendero de los Quetzales – or Quetzals 
Trail – is said to be the first made by the 
indigenous inhabitants of this region. This 
easy hike crosses Volcan Baru, a dormant 
volcano and Panama’s highest point, 
passing through cloud forests teeming 
with birdlife, including the revered quetzal.

Seventh Heaven  

Tortuguero, Costa Rica
You’ll find nothing but lush rainforest, long 
beaches, swamps and lagoons in this 
isolated national park, on the remote north 
Caribbean coast. Accessible by boat or 
floatplane, jaguars and cougars stalk the 
forest, while monkeys and sloths swing 
through the canopy above. Green turtles 
lay their eggs on the beaches between 
July and September.

Route of the Flowers,  
El Salvador 
This scenic area is so named for the 
profusion of wild flowers and coffee 
plantations that bloom at certain times of 
year. Aside from the natural beauty of the 
volcanoes, lakes and cloud forest trails, the 
real charm lies in the small and traditional 
artisan towns that dot the route. Many have 
pre-Columbian origins and specialise in 
crafts such as woodwork and weaving.

For more information on Cox & Kings’ 
Central America tours, please call 
020 3813 5108 or visit 
coxandkings.co.uk/latinamerica

Ometepe volcano, Nicaragua

Tikal, Guatemala

Resplendent quetzal, Costa Rica

The Great blue Hole, Belize
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T h e  L i g h t  Fa n t a s t i c 

The Daily Telegraph’s Sophie Campbell finds Singapore firmly in the 21st century 
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T
here was an odd 
thumping sound as I 
stood, on an otherwise 
peaceful morning, on 
the bridge over the 
Singapore River. It 
wasn’t the bumboat 
gently puttering along 

on the languid waters, nor the man in 
traditional baggy shorts picking his way 
down the steps below Boat Quay, much 
as he might have done a century or so 
ago. Instead it came from a strikingly 
painted crescent of shophouses – once 
warehouses packed with rice, rubber, 
spices and pungent dried fish, now a 
vibrant collection of bars and cafes. The 
thumping noise came from an upstairs 
window, and was the crash of machine 
weights in a busy gym. 

The tiny Asian republic of Singapore, which 
celebrated its half century last year, is full 
of such juxtapositions. Across the bridge in 
Chinatown, the tranquil 19th-century sailors’ 
temples – all dark timber beams, smoke-
grey granite and worshippers clasping 
bunches of lit joss sticks between flat 
hands – lay in the shadow of skyscrapers 
labelled DBS, HSBC, Citibank – the 
behemoths of finance. Trade and industry 
have long drawn merchants and workers 
to the region: Chinatown’s beautiful Hindu 
and Buddhist temples are testament to a 
vibrant multicultural community. Along the 
street. outside a tiled Malay cafe, sat a top-
of-the-range Mercedes. Inside, its owner, 
sucking hungrily on a clove-scented 
cigarette, was reading the Malay-language 
newspaper Beria Harian and eating a S$2 
roti prata – a shiny fold of unleavened 
pancake with curry sauce that many would 
say is the food of the gods.

Or one of the foods of the gods. Singapore 
has always been an isle of sweet airs, 
mainly clouds of smoke from satay sizzling 
on blackened steel, or the burning sugar 
smell of char siew. Try glazed green 
heaps of Chinese vegetables flash-fried 
in garlic, or soft white buns of dim sum 
stuffed with sweetmeats; the best food in 
the world, all washed down by soft drinks 
and desserts, whose electric hues would 
shame a rainbow. Old men still fling arcs of 
mud-coloured liquid, thick with condensed 
milk and cardamom, from one metal cup 
to another to make the frothy teh tarik 
– ‘pulled tea’ – nicknamed ‘Singapore 
cappuccino’.

SINGAPORE
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For a moment in the 1990s, it looked as 
though all these old favourites and the 
shabby, noisy, expert hawker centres that 
served them might be swept away in the 
name of progress. Luckily Singapore’s 
government realised this was a step too 
far. Instead they imposed rent controls on 
food centres, stepped up protection of 
historic buildings – around 7,000 are now 
listed – and got on with the business of 
growing.

And oh boy has it grown. I lived here many 
years ago and got used to friends arriving 
en route to Australasia or from sybaritic 
Hong Kong, and being unflatteringly 
taken aback by my new, squeaky-clean 
environment. There was lots to do, it just 
wasn’t very cool. The parties were in 
Thailand, the exotic was in Vietnam, the 
unknown was in China.

Now the population is a third bigger. 
Singaporeans themselves travel: business 
is booming – thanks to being a multi-
cultural dot in a sea of Muslim countries, 
with four national languages that include 
English and Mandarin – and the internet 
has opened up the world. Singapore offers 
an evolving hybrid of western / eastern 
culture, which can be seen everywhere 
from architecture to cuisine and fashion.

“Not to go to Raffles is a sin!” said the 
guide on our bus in from the airport. The 
old hotel, once on the beachfront near the 
Padang, at the heart of colonial power, 
is now half a mile from the sea thanks to 
land reclamation, and nestling in a posh 
complex of shops and restaurants. It’s still a 
destination for those who want to imagine 
the days of the planters rampaging into 
the Long Bar for billiards and Singapore 
Slings, but most Asian visitors have other 
fish to fry. Quite aside from the staggering 
shopping, there’s just so much more to do. 

When I next go I think I’ll spend my first 
night at Lighthouse, the rooftop bar above 
the Fullerton Hotel, which used to be the 
colonial General Post Office, handily sited 
right at the mouth of the Singapore River. 
There you can get quietly trollied, squinting 
across the bay to an entire quarter that 
is less than a decade old and letting the 
outlandish shapes of buildings, lit up in all 
the colours of hawker-centre puddings, 
merge into one fuzzy city artwork.

I will then spend a day taking in Singapore’s 
extensive range of galleries and museums, 
starting with the Singapore Pinacotheque 
– exotic sister to the one in Paris with 
small but impressive collections of Asian 
sculpture and artefacts. Next will be the 
excellently revamped National Museum 

of Singapore (though be warned, you 
need days to do justice to the Republic’s 
journey from grubby entrepot, founded by 
Stamford Raffles in the early 19th century, 
to the present day via the appalling 
wartime Japanese Occupation and the 
long reign of charismatic First Minister Lee 
Kuan Yew). Also on my list is the 20-year-
old Singapore Art Museum, or SAM, the 
national collection of contemporary art in 
an old boys’ school on Bras Basah Road.

There are five national museums to 
see. The cherry on the cultural cake, 
though, is the new National Gallery, which 
ingeniously laces together two mighty 
colonial buildings by the Padang, using a 
sheet of steel filigree designed by Parisian 
architects StudioMilou. The building is full 
of light, textures and structural surprises, 
and Singapore is putting some welly 
behind its pre-1900 national art collection, 
around 10% of which will be displayed 
at any one time. It also hosts temporary 
shows, the next being a collaboration 
with Tate Britain, and from its rooftop bar 
and cafe, Aura, the Padang – an emerald 
rectangle with the Singapore Cricket Club 
at one end and the Singapore Recreation 
Club at the other – it looks like a piece of 
quaint and ancient history. Which is quite 
a result.
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Families head to the island-off-an-island, 
Sentosa – a poplar area which has resort 
hotels with beaches of imported white 
sand and 11 attractions, including Universal 
Studios, a butterfly farm and a luge track. 
Getting to Sentosa from the main island 
is fun in itself. You can walk along the 
garden-themed boardwalk or use the light 
railway. My favourite is by cable car: as you 
soar up over the Strait of Singapore, you 
can see the toy-sized ships, apparently 
unmoving but in fact bringing huge wealth 
into south-east Asia. Singapore is the 
world’s second busiest container shipping 
port. Soon this will move further west to 
Jurong, freeing up the massive dockland 
for reclamation and more development.

The city’s new skyline is space age and 
spectacular, almost too much to take 
in at once. So it’s a relief that between 
all the modernity are not only the old 
architectural bones of the city – the lovely 
‘five foot ways’, for example (colonnaded 
pavements lined by little shops and 
providing respite from the tropical sun) 
but some original 1970s and 80s buildings. 
There are also some classic old tourism 
favourites to see.

One unmissable is the Night Safari, a 
nocturnal exploration of a 34-hectare 
wildlife park featuring over 2,500 animals, 
which is a hoot, literally. It’s not new – it 
was the first in the world when it opened 
over 20 years ago – but it’s still special, 
gliding silently along on little land trains in 
that velvety tropical darkness, with cicadas 
drilling away and the snorts and shrieks 
of nocturnal animals. You get thrilling 
glimpses of anything from snuffling tapirs 
on the path to elephants flapping their 
ears, and there are four walking routes, 
including the Leopard Trail past the 
medium-size cat enclosures. 

Another is Dempsey Hill, the former British 
Army barracks later used for Singapore 
Army training. It has since been converted 
into a hub of restaurants and bars, and 
is a hugely popular spot. I defy anyone 
to better the black pepper crab at the 
Dempsey outpost of Jumbo Seafood, or 
find a more chilled place for coffee than 
the PS Cafe, a sliver of Seventies chic in a 
jungly clearing.
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The Singapore Tourism Board 
(00 65 6736 2000, toll free 
in Singapore 1800 736 2000; 
yoursingapore.com) website is full 
of useful links and information.

National Gallery Singapore, 1 St 
Andrew’s Road (00 65 6271 7000; 
nationalgallery.sg) costs S$20 
adults, S$15 concessions, under 
15s are free.

Night Safari (nightsafari.com.sg) 
is set in rainforest adjacent to 
Singapore Zoo and costs S$42 
adults, S$28 children aged 3 to 12, 
and S$18 seniors.

You can walk from the city 
to the Gardens by the Bay 
(gardensbythebay.com.sg) if it’s 
not too hot. Otherwise, the nearest 
MRT (subway) station is Bayfront. 
Go in the afternoon to see the 
cooled conservatories and stay 
on for the futuristic sound and 
light show. Admission free, except 
OCBC Skyway (get there well in 
advance) S$5 adults, S$3 children, 
combined Cooled Conservatories 
S$28 adults, S$15 children.

There are a couple of classic 
hawker centres. One is Maxwell 
Road (look out for its restored iron 
roof), which is Downtown, near 
Chinatown MRT on the corner of 
Maxwell Road and South Bridge 
Road. The other is Old Airport Road, 
towards the East Coast. They open 
from breakfast until late and fellow 
diners will tell you what to do.

Dempsey Hill (dempseyhill.com) 
has good shops and small art 
galleries, as well as eateries, so 
leave plenty of time. It’s a great 
thing to combine with a visit to the 
Singapore Botanic Gardens 
(sbg.org.sg), just to the north.

Sophie Campbell’s 
Singapore Starter Kit
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When
Being close to the equator, temperatures 
in Singapore remain uniform throughout 
the year. The north-east monsoon is 
from November until mid-March with the 
heaviest rainfall between November and 
January.

Sleep
Built in 1887, Raffles is Singapore’s most 
celebrated landmark where the likes of 
Charlie Chaplin and Somerset Maugham 
once stayed. Be sure to try a Singapore 
Sling in the famous Long Bar. Overlooking 
the Singapore River, The Fullerton 
Hotel, another landmark property, was 
completed in 1928 and was the largest 
building in Singapore. It served as the 
General Post Office, Singapore Town 
Club and the Chamber of Commerce 
before being developed into a sumptuous 
hotel while retaining its fabulous original 
features. Or retreat to Villa Samadhi in 
Singapore’s Labrador Nature Reserve. 
Opened in March this year, this luxury 
20-room resort has been converted from 

a restored colonial residence and is oozing 
with Malay charm.

Eat
Make sure to stop by Tong Heng Bakery in 
Chinatown to sample their egg tarts; visit 
Sinpopo, a vintage eatery serving desserts 
with an old-school charm of 1950s 
Singapore; or explore Tiong Bahru market 
and hawker centre with its expansive range 
of food stalls.

Drink
While the legendary Singapore Sling could 
be considered the country’s national drink, 
there are many other cocktail concoctions 
to consider. Drop into Anti:dote at the 
Fairmont Hotel, a stylish and modern 
cocktail bar with a progressive selection of 
thirst-quenching tipples.

Try
Take a cruise in a converted ‘bumboat’ 
around the harbour. Since the days of Sir 
Stamford Raffles in the early 19th century, 
these unique vessels have been used to 

shuttle goods between ships at anchor 
and the riverside quays. For culture 
vultures, discover Peranakan culture at 
the heritage Baba House, Katong Antique 
House, and the Peranakan Museum, all 
providing a fascinating insight into the 
customs and language of Singapore’s 
Straits Chinese immigrants. Take a break 
from the city and escape to Labrador 
Nature Reserve, a natural coastal oasis 
on the south-west edge of Singapore. 
Wander along easy nature trails through 
the forest, home to many bird species such 
as oriental magpie-robins and black-naped 
orioles.

SINGAPORE AT A GLANCE 

by Cox & Kings Far East expert Neill Prothero

On my last night in Singapore, I knew 
exactly what I wanted to do. Various friends 
had kept going on about a ‘garden in the 
sky’. This turned out to be the Gardens by 
the Bay, a lush extravagant nature park 
that opened in 2012, covering 101 hectares 
of reclaimed land, adjacent to the Marina 
Reservoir. It is also close to the Marina Bay 
Sands complex, which boasts an indoor 
canal, pool terrace and bar on the 57th 
floor. It also features the extraordinary 
lotus-shaped Singapore ArtScience 
Museum, a sustainable building designed 
to house excellent visiting exhibitions, with 
a particular focus on involving children and 
families. 

Be warned, Gardens by the Bay is 
unbelievably popular. We rolled up casually 
for the evening light show and found we 
were too late. There was a 45-minute 
queue to get up onto the canopy walkways 
that ran between gigantic ‘Supertrees’, 
rather like concrete sticks of broccoli, their 
stems a living wall of foliage and their 
crests surrounded by collars of leaves and 
spectacular light systems.

So we did what everyone else was doing, 
and lay on the warm concrete to look up at 
the sky, as the massive speakers shook the 
ground underneath us as the Supertrees 

began to glow and flash. It was astonishing. 
Even more so for those who had got there 
early enough to be up on the walkways with 
a view across the bay to the Fullerton and 
the city. We could see their little silhouettes, 
some pushing strollers. It looked like ET.

Had we arrived in the day, we could have 
visited the two biospheres, or braved the 
heat in the outdoor landscaping. But for the 
moment, this was the perfect place to be. It 
was bizarre. It was amazing. It was 
21st-century Singapore. •

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tour
A Journey Through Malaysia 
13 Days & 10 Nights from £2,895 

Start with a short stay in the cosmopolitan 
metropolis of Singapore, then travel the 
length of the Malay peninsula to the  
island of Penang in the north, visiting the  
15th-century capital Malacca, the Cameron 
Highlands and the vibrant capital of  
Kuala Lumpur.
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This article has been produced by 
Cox & Kings in partnership with ‘Your 
Singapore’, the Singapore Tourism 
Board.

Speak to one of our Far East experts to  
find out more.

020 3813 5108t



For more information or to book your stay in Villa Samadhi Singapore 

please call a Cox & Kings Far East expert on 020 3813 5108 

or visit coxandkings.co.uk/Singapore

Experience Singapore Like Never Before

The towering trees of the Labrador Nature Reserve in 
the Southern Ridges part to reveal an unexpected new 
gem. A colonial residence lovingly restored and oozing 
with old Malayan charm. 

Relive yesteryear in the cradle of comfort, discover 
an oasis of tranquility and natural wonder, succumb 
to our signature SAMADHI Experience. Contact us 
to find out more about opening specials and booking 
your time-out. 
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XXXXXXX

A c r o s s  t h e 

There’s an undeniable mystique about Romania. RA Art Tours expert 
lecturer John Osborne introduces this cultural gem, 

steeped in tradition and blessed with stunning landscapes

C a r p a t h i a n s
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ROMANIA

R
omania – or 
at least the 
Romanian 
section of the 
population – 
has suffered 
from invasion, 
oppression 
and poverty 
during its 
history, but 

has also benefited from its isolation. Their 
language is obviously descended from 
Latin, from the period when Transylvania 
was a Roman imperial province. 
Transylvania in the centre and Maramureş 
in the north are still predominantly rural. 
The communist regime was never able to 
entirely collectivise the smallholdings and 
farming methods: here, traditional horses 
and carts are still the main means of 
transport around the villages, and families 
still mow the hay with scythes. We are 
looking at Old Europe. 

Things are changing, of course: hard-top 
roads now give access to the villages and 
the young emigrate. There’s also illegal 
logging in the forests, but conservation 
bodies, like the Mihai Eminescu Trust and 
the personal lead that HRH The Prince 
of Wales has given, have demonstrated 
that the landscape and the rural way 
of life should be conserved. Thankfully 
Romanians, including some at government 
level, have taken this on board.

The forested Carpathian mountains – 
home to half the population of Europe’s 
bears – formed the frontier between the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire and the old 
principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia 
to the south and east. At the end of the 
first world war, Transylvania to the north 
and west of this great range passed from 
Hungarian administration and became part 
of ‘greater’ Romania for the first time. 

The first Romanian state was a  
19th-century amalgamation of Wallachia 
and Moldavia, tributary provinces of 

the Ottoman Empire for 400 years, to 
whom Russia, Austria, France and Britain 
grudgingly permitted independence and 
unification after the Crimean war. The 
inhabitants in these regions were – and 
still are – almost entirely Romanian and 
members of the Orthodox church. 
A hundred years ago, before the process 
of urbanisation and industrialisation began, 
the Danube plain was the fourth largest 
producer of grain in the world. 

Bucharest became the capital of this 
new Romania and at the turn of the 19th 
and 20th centuries acquired fine public 
buildings, boulevards and green spaces 
that befitted its new status. Comparisons 
with Paris were made. Within a few yards 
of what, since 1989, has been renamed 
‘Revolution Square,’ are the former Royal 
Palace – now the National Art Museum 
– and the Athenaeum, a rotunda with a 
classical portico. Just the place to enjoy a 
concert of classical music. P
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ROMANIA

...here, traditional horses 
and carts are still the main 
means of transport around 

the villages, and families still 
mow the hay with scythes. We 

are looking at Old Europe.
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ROMANIA

With attractive courtyards 
behind their walls, and 
spires like witches’ hats ... the 
monasteries of Humor, Voronet, 
Moldovița and Sucevița create 
attractive ensembles. 

Public buildings, offices and apartment 
blocks of the communist period dominate 
much of the city, and the former 
Communist Party building fills one side of 
Revolution Square. Here, from the balcony 
in December 1989, dictator Nicolae 
Ceauşescu addressed the fractious 
crowds in vain. He and his wife made their 
escape by helicopter from the roof, only to 
meet a hasty trial and swift execution. The 
outstanding monument to Ceauşescu’s 
megalomania is the colossal Palace of 
Parliament, the second largest building 
in the world, for which over 25 sq km of 
housing were razed, including  
22 monasteries and churches. 

The history and culture of Transylvania is a 
different matter. Closer to the peoples and 
powers of central Europe and further from 
the reach of direct Ottoman rule, it was 
much under Hungarian influence and part 
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire from 1699. 
Today there are some 1.8 million ethnic 
Hungarians in Transylvania. 

An astonishing survival are the remnants 
of the German communities, known as 
Saxons, invited to settle in Transylvania in 
the 12th and 13th centuries by the kings 
of Hungary. There were 800,000 Saxons 
before the second world war, but after 
post-war deportations to Siberia and 
emigration to Germany there are now 
fewer than 50,000.

The impact of the Hungarians and 
Germans has been remarkable. Until 1918 
the Romanians, although approximately 
half the population, had no status in 
Transylvania: local government was in 
the hands of the Hungarian and German 
communities. The Orthodox church was 
not recognised among the official Catholic 
and Protestant denominations. The Saxon 
cities here – the Siebenburgen or ‘Seven 
Towns’ – have a feel of middle Europe, with 
the harmonious baroque architecture of 
their central squares. Sibiu and Brasov are 
characterised by their glorious Lutheran 
churches. 

The Saxon population of the villages has 
almost entirely died out or left, but the 
layout and the dwellings remain the same. 
A few hardy, aged Germans maintain 
the villages’ superb medieval fortified 
churches, such as those at Prejmer and 
Viscri, behind whose walls the whole 
community could retreat when threatened 
by marauding invaders. A testament 
to the organisation and discipline that 
underpinned civic life, the Saxon towns 

and villages are hugely attractive and 
wonderful to visit throughout the year. 

A day’s drive over the Carpathians leads 
to Bucovina in the north-east of the 
country, where the renowned Orthodox 
painted monasteries survive. They date 
from the 15th and 16th centuries, some 
from the reign of Stephen the Great, ruler 
of Moldavia, who, so they say, founded a 
monastery after each of his victories over 
the Ottoman Turks. With a succession 
of Mongol, Ottoman, Polish and Austrian 
invaders, these lands at the foothills of the 
Carpathians were never secure. Now 
re-established as convents, they are 
amazing survivals.

With attractive courtyards behind their 
walls and spires like witches’ hats with 
broad eaves and pointed spires, the 
monasteries of Humor, Voronet, Moldovița 
and Sucevița create attractive ensembles. 
Their glorious frescoes uniquely cover 
the whole of the exteriors as well as the 
interiors of the churches. Among the 
depictions are the heavenly host, the 
ancestry of Christ and the life of Mary, and 
rarer images of the sages of the classical 
world and of the siege of Constantinople. •
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John Osbourne’s highlights of 
Romania

My personal appreciation of the natural 
beauty, fascinating history and 
well-preserved cultural traditions of this 
country never tire. In fact, as new discoveries 
are made it grows deeper. Among my 
personal favourites of Romania are:  

Sighișoara

The walled citadel of this Saxon town with 
its cobbled streets, gothic churches and 
old houses is a stunning throwback to 
the medieval period. Was this where the 
Pied Piper of Hamelin led the children? 
No, that was Brașov. Climb the tower over 
the main gate to inspect the figures in the 
clock and to enjoy the great view over the 
fortifications and the pitched roofs below. 

Biertan 

A covered staircase takes you up to the 
fortified medieval church on the hill in the 
middle of this neat Saxon village. It was 
the seat of the Lutheran bishop for 300 
years. The fine gothic interior matches its 
contemporaries in Brașov and Sibiu. One of 
the towers in the battlement outside was a 
lock-up for disputatious married couples – 
an effective means of healing relationships, 
it is said. 

... the Saxon towns 
and villages are 

hugely attractive and 
wonderful to visit 

throughout the year. 

Voroneț

On the west wall of the church at Voroneț 
monastery is the vivid early-16th-century 
representation of the Last Judgement. 
The dead rise at the last trump: the wicked 
cast into the fiery river that leads down to 
the jaws of Hell, and the righteous queue 
to enter the gates of Paradise. Opposite, a 
long bench is provided for visitors to stay 
and contemplate the scene. 

Letitsia’s Egg Museum

Letitsia Orşivchi is an artist and a teacher 
who has an enormous collection of 
painted eggs in her home in the village 
of Vama, Bucovina. She paints eggs in 
traditional Romanian style and, in her lively 
and good-humoured way, she explains the 
significance of the patterns and the colours 
– health, good fortune and so on. She 
deftly demonstrates how to paint an egg 
and then gives her visitors a go.
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Speak to one of our Europe experts to  
find out more.

020 3813 5108t

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tour
Romania: Mountains, Monasteries 
& Medieval Cities 
10 Days & 9 Nights from £1,745

John Osborne will lead this tour, one of 
Cox & Kings’ expert-led art tours organised 
on behalf of the Royal Academy of Arts, 
on 13-22 June 2016 and 15-24 May 2017. 
(Rowena Loverance will lead the same tour 
on 3-12 October 2016.) 



AD
SPACE

Cox & Kings is the travel partner for 
the Royal Academy of Arts (RA). Our 
programme of expert-led tours is 
open to all art lovers, enthusiasts and 
experts alike.

The 2016-17 brochure features 36 tours 
to 29 countries with new destinations 
as diverse as the Côte d’Azur and Japan.  
Focusing on the art, architecture and 
archaeology of many of the world’s most 
culturally rich destinations, these tours 
are accompanied by expert lecturers who 
help to design the itineraries, give talks 
along the way and, in many cases, open 
doors that would normally be closed to 
the general public.

For detailed itineraries and prices, please 
request a copy of the 2016-17 RA Worldwide 
Art Tours brochure by calling  
0844 576 5518 quoting reference COMPASS, 
or visit coxandkings.co.uk/ra

For reservations, please call 
020 3813 5108

Art Tours 
Worldwide
Art • Archaeology • Architecture
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Albania & Macedonia:
Cradle of the Balkans with Dr William Taylor, 

23 September – 8 nights from £1,445

Lisbon & Sintra:
Portuguese Palaces & Art with Dr Anne Anderson

3 October – 3 nights from £1,045

Peru: 
Pre-Columbian & Colonial Treasures 

with Dr Frank Meddens, 
3 October – 12 nights from £3,695

India: 
Treasures of the Punjab & ‘Little Tibet’ 

with Jasleen Kandhari
9 October – 12 nights from £3,295

 
Sicily: 

Crossroads of the Mediterranean 
with Richard Wallace

10 October – 8 nights from £2,195

Autumn 2016 Highlights
A taste of our Autumn 2016 tour collection...
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bookmark
From treetops to mountain peaks, via a 
curiously charming man – here’s our pick 
of this summer’s best reads.

Kaleidoscope City: A Year in Varanasi
Piers Moore Ede
Bloomsbury Publishing • £16.99

“I will never forget my first sight of the river 
in Varanasi. . . It seems that all of life has its 
assigned place on the stone steps leading 
down to the Ganges.” And so award-winning 
travel writer Piers Moore Ede becomes 
captivated by one of India’s most sacred 
Hindu sites. Subsequent visits only serve 
to deepen Varanasi’s hold over Moore Ede, 
and so he returns to live there for a year. 

Kaleidoscope City is a powerful account of 
that time. Enlightening and poignant, Moore 
Ede discovers a city that wrestles with 
corruption and where the plight of women 
– widows particularly – is pitiful. There are 
real concerns too about the state of the 
Ganges itself, increasingly polluted by local 
industry and a growing population. But at its 
heart, this is the story of a generous people 
and the intricate rituals of an ancient way of 
life. An excellent piece of journalism and a 
spellbinding account.
Stephen Markham 

The Summer Before the War
Helen Simonson
Bloomsbury • £14.99

East Sussex, 1914, and in the idyllic small 
coastal town of Rye, everyone agrees that 
the weather has never been more lovely. 
Hugh Grange, down from his medical 
studies, is visiting his Aunt Agatha, whose 
husband in the Foreign Office insists the 
recent sabre-rattling over in the Balkans 
won’t come to anything. Meanwhile, ripples 
are forming in Rye: not only has a woman 
been appointed to replace the school’s 
Latin master, but she – Beatrice Nash – 
turns out to be far more beautiful and far 
more free-thinking than anyone expected. 

And so Helen Simonson sets about weaving 
a gentle tale of provincial life, set in the 
encroaching shadow of a devastating world 
war. Fans of her hugely popular Major 
Pettigrew’s Last Stand will recognise and 
revel in her trademark style: assembling a 
cast of instantly engaging characters in an 
idyllic community, following a narrative shot 
through with shocking truths unwaveringly 
told. Helen Simonson is a superb storyteller, 
and Summer Before is as honest as it is 
engaging.
Jennifer Cox

You can’t stop the ageing process, 
but keeping physically active and 
intellectually stimulated will make a huge 
difference to how that process affects you 
in later life, argues retired GP Dr Claire 
Parker and leading medic Sir Muir Gray. 
The latest in the cheekily named Sod 
series, Sod 60! walks you through the 
simple lifestyle changes that will help you 
maintain health and happiness over the 
decades to come.

Our 60s are often thought of as the 
‘turning point’ decade. But with on 
average another 25 years ahead of us, 
this book offers practical advice on how 
to get fitter, how to eat healthily, how 
to juggle the responsibilities of family, 
friends and work, and how to make the 
most of this decade of change. Packed 
with achievable, practical and realistic 
strategies – and featuring irreverent 
cartoons from The Beano’s David Mostyn 
throughout – this book is well worth a 
moderate to brisk-paced walk to the 
bookshop to buy.
Kenneth Travis

Sod 60! The Guide to Living Well
Dr Claire Parker & Sir Muir Gray
Bloomsbury Publishing • £10.99
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A Rising Man
Abir Mukherjee  
Harvill Secker • £12.99

Former Scotland Yard detective Captain 
Sam Wyndham is a new arrival in Calcutta. 
Desperately seeking a fresh start after 
his experiences during the Great War, 
Wyndham has been recruited to head 
up a new post in the police force. But 
with barely a moment to acclimatise to 
his new life or to deal with the ghosts still 
haunting him, Wyndham is caught up in 
a murder investigation that will take him 
into the darkest underbelly of the British 
Raj. Winner of the Harvill Secker / Daily 
Telegraph crime writing competition, 
this is a promising start to Mukherjee’s 
atmospheric new historical crime series.
Patrick Worth

A Mindfulness Guide for the Frazzled
Ruby Wax
Penguin Life • £14.99

Famously funny, and now increasingly 
well known for her work with depression 
(both her own and the subject in general), 
Frazzled is Ruby Wax’s second book 
dedicated to mental health issues. “Five 
hundred years ago no one died of stress”, 
she writes, before going on to analyse 
the ways in which modern life can be 
dangerously overwhelming. 

A practical guide to mindfulness, packed 
with funny personal stories, daily exercises 
and scientific facts (Wax gained a masters 
in Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy 
at Oxford University), this is a useful tool, 
no matter where you rank on the Frazzled 
scale, and an entertaining read. It’s fitting 
that Wax was recently awarded an OBE for 
services to mental health (or “just health”, 
as she rightly insists).
Jennifer Cox

Mild-mannered pensioner Arthur Pepper 
has become a bit of a recluse, shut away in 
his Yorkshire home as he grieves the loss of 
his wife Miriam. Sorting through her effects, 
Arthur comes across a mysterious gold 
charm bracelet. Spurred on by a dislocated 
sense of curiosity, 69-year-old Arthur leaves 
home in search of the story behind each 
of the eight charms. What follows is an 
uplifting, daring adventure through Europe 
to India, in search of his wife’s secret and 
surprising past. 

Along the way, Arthur wrestles with a tiger, 
meets a famous author (perhaps Miriam’s 
lover?) and poses naked for an art class. 
With many poignant as well as laugh-out-
loud moments, in the vein of The Unlikely 
Pilgrimage of Harold Fry, this is a lovely 
feel-good read.
Katie Royston

The High Mountains of Portugal
Yann Martel
Canongate • £16.99

Man Booker Prize winner and author of 
Life of Pi, Yann Martel returns with The 
High Mountains of Portugal. The book 
is three stories spread across different 
decades, interlinked with themes of love 
and philosophy, and set amongst the 
mountains of Portugal. At times laborious in 
his descriptions, the narrative moves slowly 
with moments of quirkiness. The third and 
strongest story returns to an animal and 
human relationship, which Martel fans will 
find familiar. A good read with flashes of 
brilliance, but not reaching the highs of Life 
of Pi.
Thomas Saunders

The Curious Charms of Arthur Pepper
Phaedra Patrick  
Harlequin Mira • £12.99

Talking Books: the best new audio titles

At the Edge of the Orchard by Tracy Chevalier
Narrated by Liza Ross • Audible.co.uk • £18.79
Family resentments grow in the apple orchards of 
19th-century Ohio. Another classic from Chevalier.

Moranifesto by Caitlin Moran
Narrated by Joanna Neary • Audible.co.uk • £21.99
Uplifting and thought-provoking essays from the 
savvy Times columnist, Moran is as clear-sighted as 
she is funny.

House of Cards by Michael Dobbs
Narrated by Paul Eddington • Audible.co.uk • £6.99
The original Westminster white-knuckle thriller, read 
by the original Yes, Prime Minister. Dobbs’ classic political 
intrigue seems as fresh as ever.
are as fresh today as they ever were.
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In the spirit of Mindfulness (practising awareness and relaxation), colouring 
is all the rage at the moment! Yes, just like we did at school, but no, as the 
drawings are intricate and involved. Travel publisher Lonely Planet has just 
released 100 of the world’s most popular sites – from St Peter’s Basilica to 
Victoria Falls – as drawings to be hand-coloured. 

Don’t knock it ‘til you’ve tried it. In fact, please do have a go, and send us 
the results (by email or post)! All colourings will appear on our Facebook 
page, and the best entry will receive a copy of the book.

Ultimate Travelist Colouring Book • Lonely Planet • £9.99
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Westminster Abbey has been the burial place of Britain’s monarchs since the 
11th century and the setting for many coronations and royal weddings. It is one 
of the most beautiful buildings in London, with an exceptionally diverse array of 
architectural styles, ranging from the austere French Gothic of the nave to the 
astonishing complexity of Henry VII’s chapel. Half national church, half national 
museum, the abbey aisles and transepts are crammed with an extraordinary 
collection of tombs and monuments honouring some of Britain’s greatest public 
figures, ranging from politicians to poets.

Inside

Nave
At a height of 31 m (102 ft), the nave 
is the highest in England. The ratio of 
height to width is 3:1.

Her Majesty The Queen is celebrating her 90th birthday  

this year. Westminster Abbey, where she married Lieutenant  

Philip Mountbatten on 20 November 1947, is just one  

of the locations playing a part in the celebrations.

Westminster Abbey

Historical Plan of the Abbey
The first abbey church was established as early as the 10th century, but the 
present French-influenced Gothic structure was begun in 1245 at the behest 
of Henry III. Because of its unique role as the coronation church, the 
abbey escaped Henry VIII’s onslaught on Britain’s monastic buildings.

Key
 Built between 1055 and 1272

 Added 1376–1420

 Built between 1500 and 1512

 Completed 1745

 Restored after 1850

Coronation Chair
Constructed in 1301, this chair has been 

used at every coronation since 1308.

KEY

  Flying buttresses help 
redistribute the great weight of 
the roof.

  The Sanctuary was built by 
Henry III and has been the  
scene of 38 coronations.

  The Pyx Chamber is where  
the coinage was tested in 
medieval times.

1

3

1
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2

Statesmen’s Aisle
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INSIDE VIEW

Reproduced from 
DK Eyewitness Travel Guides:  

Great Britain, Updated edition 
£17.99

Discover more at dk.com

Cloisters
Built mainly in the 13th and  

14th centuries, the cloisters link the 
abbey church with the other buildings.

Chapter House
A beautiful octagonal room, remarkable for its 13th-century 
tile floor. It is lit by six huge stained-glass windows showing 
scenes from the abbey’s history.

Coronation
The coronation ceremony 
is over 1,000 years old 
and since 1066, with the 
crowning of William the 
Conqueror on Christmas 
Day, the abbey has been 
its sumptuous setting. 
The coronation of Queen 
Elizabeth II, in 1953, was 
the first to be televised.

North Entrance
The mock-medieval  
stonework is Victorian.

Lady Chapel
The chapel, built in 1503–19, 
has superb late Perpendicular 
vaulting and choir stalls dating 
from 1512, as well as two 
stained-glass windows  
installed in 2013.

Poets’ Corner
A host of great poets are honoured here, 
including Shakespeare, Chaucer and T S Eliot.

2

3
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Sensor tips on the fleecy gloves allow you to use your  
touchscreen phone or tablet without removing your gloves.
Sensor gloves ($30 USD / Approx £21 at current  
exchange rate)
shop.quarkexpeditions.com 

wanted on
voyage

Handmade in the Canadian Arctic, this headband is 
made from the underwool fibres of the belly of the 
Arctic muskox – certain to keep your ears toastie!
Muskox qiviut headband ($145 USD / Approx £103 
at current exchange rate)
shop.quarkexpeditions.com

This super soft penguin unzips to transform into a U-shaped 
neckrest – perfect for long flights and expeditions.
Penguin headrest ($29 USD/ Approx £20.50 at current  
exchange rate)
shop.quarkexpeditions.com 

Quark Expeditions, a leading 

provider of expeditions to the  

Polar regions, has launched  

an online Polar Boutique. 

Here are a couple of our  

favourite picks, or visit  

shop.quarkexpeditions.com  

and enter promo code  

coxandkings to claim a  

10% saving on orders until  

30 June 2016.

Colour-coded travel  
adaptor that will power  

you up in over 150 countries.
4-in-1 worldwide travel plug adaptor, £20

bearandbear.com

Take your yoga practice alfresco with this remarkably 
lightweight, compact and eco-friendly mat.
Travel yoga mat, £70
bearandbear.com 

The latest in wearable 
technology, this stylish 

bracelet monitors your skin’s 
UV exposure allowing you to 

apply just the right amount of 
protection.

JUNE wristband, £118
uk.spacenk.com/en_GB 

From beach to bar, these 
espadrilles are easy to wear and 
smarter than flip-flops.
Soludos espadrilles, £65
saltresortwear.com
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Splittr
Not only does this handy app allow you to 
track who paid for what on holiday, if you’ve 
visited more than one country, it converts 
the different currencies back into pound 
sterling.
£1.49 • iOS and Android • splitttrapp.com

Google Translate
Whether you’re learning a language or 
making sure you’re ordering the spring rolls, 
not the deep-fried pig’s feet, this language 
translation app is a lifesaver. 
Free • iOS and Android • google.com

Periscope
Broadcast your travels live to the world, 
enjoying real-time feedback and questions. 
Or curl up and enjoy life as it happens, with 
live videos from travellers and locals all over 
the world.
Free • iOS and Android • periscope.com 

BBC iPlayer Radio
From The News Quiz on Radio 4 and 
Ladies of Letters on 4Extra to the Radio 3 
Lunchtime Concert or Bob Harris’ Country 
Hour on Radio 2, this is the world’s best radio 
at your fingertips.
Free • iOS and Android • bbc.co.uk  

XE Currency
Up-to-the-minute exchange rates on literally 
every currency in the world, this handy app 
allows you to work out if you are getting a 
bargain or paying over the odds. 
Free • iOS and Android • xe.com

Get ’Appy
From planning your trip to local events, 
there are some handy apps well worth 
installing on your phone or tablet  
before you travel. Some new, some 
classic … here are Compass editor 
Jennifer Cox’s top five apps. We would  
love to hear what yours are.  
Please email your recommendations to 
compass@coxandkings.co.uk and we 
will share them in the next issue.

WIN a Briggs & Riley 
bag worth £369
Compass has teamed up with 
Briggs & Riley to offer you the 
chance to win a Medium Spinner 
case in Marine Blue from the 
new Sympatico collection. The 
Medium Spinner is a tough yet 
light and stylish, hard-sided case 
with an integrated TSA-friendly 
locking system – ideal for a 4- or 
5-day trip. Every Briggs & Riley 
product comes with a lifetime 
warranty that even covers airline 
damage (something that no other 
company offers).
 
To win the Medium Spinner case,  
enter the competition at  
coxandkings.co.uk/compass

Escape the rain with blue sky  
panoramas and wrap-around  

depictions of idyllic destinations.
Umbrella, £27.99 (classic);  

£25.99 (folding)
whereidratherbe.co.uk

Compact, hand-powered 
espresso machine for 
a shot of reviving hot 

coffee while on the go.
Minipresso portable  

espresso machine, £48
bearandbear.com

Lose the branded camera strap for this colourful 
alternative. Made of neoprene, it’s sturdy too.
Camera strap, £25.00
bearandbear.com
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NOT TO BE MISSED

British Airways i360 
The British Airways i360 is breaking all 
records. Designed by the team behind 
the London Eye and set on Brighton’s 
beachfront, it’s the world’s tallest 
observation tower and first vertical cable 
car, raising passengers a dizzy 450ft 
above the Sussex coastline. Back on solid 
ground, dine in the beachside terrace, or 
take afternoon tea in a former West Pier 
toll booth, now the British Airways i360 
heritage tea rooms.
Opening this summer • West Pier, Brighton.
Ticket types available include priority,  
Sky Bar and champagne flights.
britishairwaysi360.com

Fit for a Queen
As the Queen celebrates her 90th birthday, 
take a sneak peek inside her wardrobe in 
the largest ever display of her regal robes. 
Follow events in Elizabeth II’s life and the 
nation’s history through the fashions of 10 
decades, from childhood fancy dress to 
elaborate evening gowns and ceremonial 
outfits.
Palace of Holyroodhouse, Edinburgh: 
21 April – 16 October 2016.
Summer Opening of the State Rooms, 
Buckingham Palace: 23 Jul – 2 Oct 2016.
Windsor Castle: 17 Sep 2016 – 
Jan 2017.

Not to be Missed
Shakespearean celebrations, royal fashion, Sixties counterculture and 

high-flying architecture; Eleanor Day brings you the best of this 
summer’s events and new openings from around the UK

The Piece Hall
Halifax sees a new lease of life this year 
with the reopening of the Piece Hall, the 
UK’s only surviving cloth trade centre.  
The heart of Halifax since 1779, this  
Grade 1 listed building will continue to act 
as a vibrant cultural quarter: its enormous 
open-air square will host music, art and 
film events throughout 2016, while the 
surrounding grand colonnades feature 
new restaurants, shops and a Heritage 
Interpretation Centre.
Opening this summer.
Halifax.
thepiecehall.co.uk

Fire! Fire!
350 years ago a third of London burnt to 
the ground in the Great Fire, an event that 
shaped the city as we know it today. The 
Museum of London, located only minutes 
from where the fire started in Pudding 
Lane, will be marking the anniversary 
with an exhibition of rarely seen artefacts 
and interactive exhibits. Learn about 
the disaster from first-hand accounts, 
experience the intensity of the blaze, look 
at fire-fighting techniques, and compare 
the city before and after the fire.
Fire! Fire!
Museum of London.
23 Jul 2016 – 17 Apr 2017.
museumoflondon.org.uk

Facing the World
The ‘selfie’ might seem like a modern 
phenomenon, but it’s really nothing new. 
This exhibition of self-portraiture spans six 
centuries and includes over 140 works, from 
drawings and paintings to photos and social 
media. Famous faces range from Rembrandt 
and Edvard Munch to Andy Warhol, Tracey 
Emin and Annie Lennox. You can even try 
your own hand at self-portraiture in the 
interactive installations.
Facing the World: Self-Portraits from 
Rembrandt to Ai Weiwei.
Scottish National Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh.
16Jul − 16 Oct 2016.
nationalgalleries.org
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ON A PLATE

On a Plate
The latest round up of restaurant 
openings and gourmet offerings 

by Jennifer Cox 

Sounds of the Sixties
This is the dawning of a summer of 
swinging 60s nostalgia. The Saatchi Gallery 
is hosting Exhibitionism, a rollocking 
retrospective of possibly the greatest 
rock ’n roll band – The Rolling Stones – 
while the V&A stages You Say You Want a 
Revolution, an exploration of fashion, film, 
design and music from 1966 to 1970.
Rolling Stones: Exhibitionism, Saatchi 
Gallery, London, 5 April – 4 Sep 2016, 
stonesexhibitionism.com
You Say You Want a Revolution:
Records and Rebels 1966 – 1970, 
V&A, London, 10 Sep 2016 – 
26 Feb 2017, vam.ac.uk 
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Shakespeare 400 
Celebrate the life and works of the 
great English bard this year, as events 
are staged across the country to mark 
the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s 
death. Among the countless theatre 
performances, film screenings, talks and 
exhibitions, highlights include New Place 
in Stratford-upon-Avon, Shakespeare’s 
home for his later years, now a major 
new heritage landmark; and the newly 
restored 15th-century guildhall, formerly 
Shakespeare’s schoolroom.
Nationwide
shakespeare400.org 
shakespeares-england.co.uk/
shakespeare-2016

Astor la Vista
This month luxury hotel and National 
Trust-owned Cliveden House opens 
a second restaurant – the Astor Grill – 
overlooking its magnificent grounds.
clivedenhouse.co.uk 

Packed Lunch
Fortnum & Mason is now offering five 
luxury hamperlings from its Heathrow 
T5 shop.
Hamperlings range from £15 – £50 
fortnumandmason.com 

Playing Ketchup
Foraging Fox launches its new
chilli beetroot ketchup at this 
month’s Farm Shop & Deli Show.
foragingfox.com
Farm Shop & Deli Show 18 – 
21 April, NEC Birmingham 
farmshopanddelishow.co.uk 

Cured!
Ross and Ross’s new homemade curing 
kit features gin, beetroot and smoky 
cures and everything you need to create 
home-cured salmon in just three days.
Homemade Curing Kits, £20 + p&p  
rossandrossfood.co.uk 

Just Desserts
The Café at Hotel Café Royal is 
London’s first dessert restaurant. 
The ‘Sarah in Wonderland’ selection 
features Milky Way (goat’s cheese, wild 
honey and beetroot snow); Queen of 
Hearts (raspberries, champagne and 
roses); and Eat Me, Drink Me (a Snickers 
and chocolate-malted milkshake). 
hotelcaferoyal.com  
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A Taste 
of the 

World

Naked Wines is Cox & Kings’ wine club 
partner. An online retailer, Naked Wines 
invests in independent wine makers to 
source delicious wine at the best possible 
prices. The result of connecting wine 
makers and wine drinkers through direct 
funding and honest feedback is a website 
full of delicious and affordable wines.

COMPASS READER OFFER – SAVE £60
Compass is offering a £60 credit for you to try a delicious wine selection from 
Naked Wines, valid against your first order of £99.99 or more. 

To claim your credit, simply visit www.nakedwines.com/coxkings60 using the 
code COXKINGS60 and password VINEYARD. Cannot be used in conjunction 
with any other offer. Next day delivery as standard is £4.99. 

Full terms and conditions available at www.nakedwines.com

Say ‘Kruger’ and ‘Big Five’ in South Africa 
and the natural association would be Kruger 
National Park and the five wild animals 
which, once most prized by big game 
hunters, remain at the top of the spotting 
list for modern safari-goers; namely  lions, 
elephants, Cape buffaloes, leopards, and 
rhinos. The Kruger family, who produce 
this Elements wine, have given welcome 
new meaning to the term by taking their 
own ‘Big Five’ grapes to create a deeply 
satisfying red. 

The five grapes in the blend are cabernet 
sauvignon (50%), with malbec, merlot, petit 
verdot and cabernet franc comprising the 

rest. Taking those ingredients, this was 
bound to be a full-bodied experience and, 
if that’s your taste, it doesn’t disappoint. 
There’s nothing wild about this experience 
– full of blackberry and cherry flavours, with 
gentle tannins and a hint of coffee, this is a 
beautifully balanced, pleasingly complex 
drink with more than a hint of Bordeaux 
about it. After breathing for an hour or so, 
this wine is smooth as you like and a perfect 
accompaniment to a good steak. Ultimately, 
Johan Kruger’s new take on the term ‘Big 
Five’ has produced a magnificent trophy for 
big wine hunters.

Philip Hamilton-Grierson

Kruger Family Wines: Elements 2012, 
South Africa, 14.5% 
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WINE CLUB

Johan Kruger’s family vineyard, Sterhuis, occupies 
a hilltop perch in the beautiful Bottelary Hills, just 
north of Stellenbosch, in the heart of South Africa’s 
Western Cape. Johan’s father set up the farm as a 
retirement project in 1980. In 1996, Johan started 
to tend the vines on the leg-sappingly steep 
slopes and, frustrated at just selling off the  
harvest each year, he soon set about learning 
how to develop the business from grape-growing 
to the complete wine-making process. Despite a 
lack of formal training, he used work experience at 
other winemakers, a healthy dose of enthusiasm 
and simple gut instinct to great effect; being 
named Young South African Winemaker of  
the Year in 2005. 

Initially, inspired by the great white wines of 
Burgundy, his passion was chardonnay. However, 
the spicy fruitiness of his favourite grape 
contributes just 31% to this Angels Selection blend. 
Two other Cs make up the balance, with chenin 
blanc contributing half of the mix, topped up with 
the less familiar colombard variety. The latter 
lends this white a welcome citrus zestiness, to 
counter the smooth fruit of the chenin blanc.  This 
is a very enjoyable, well balanced, reasonably 
complex, summery wine, probably better enjoyed 
with food, particularly fish or chicken, rather than 
as an aperitif.  

Philip Hamilton-Grierson

Kruger Family Wines: Angels Selection 2015,  

South Africa, 13%

Jean-Pascal Lacaze produces bottles that bear 
fruit. Take the critically acclaimed Domus Aurea 
cabernet sauvignon, for example: produced on 
low-yield hillsides yet packing a punch full of 
flavour, this is now an iconic Chilean red. Following 
in his grandfather’s footsteps, this economics 
graduate turned winemaker started out nearer to 
home in the French commune of St Emilion, then 
moved across the Atlantic to Uruguay, finally taking 
his talent on to Chile where, in 2003, he joined 
Domus Aurea as consultant and lead winemaker.

Now the king of cabernet sauvignon is producing 
his very own vintage in the Cachapoal Valley.  
This area has been left a little in the shade by the 
more well-known valleys of Maipo and Colchagua 
to the north and south, but is beginning to shine 
through with promising wines such as this.  
Allow to breath for a deep, smooth and fruity 
glassful. Available at a fraction of the price of his 
more famous label, this extremely drinkable wine 
is well worth every penny.

Eleanor Day

Lacaze Private Collection, Cabernet Sauvignon 2013, 
Chile, 14%

The Marlborough region of New Zealand is 
famous for its production of sauvignon blanc – a 
fact that is somewhat surprising as the variety was 
only introduced in the 1970s. The proximity to the 
coast is what gives the grapes a sturdy growing 
period and a balance of sugars and acidity, 
while the sandy soil produces low-yielding vines 
and a depth and concentration of flavour in the 
remaining fruit. 

No one seems to understand this science 
behind the Marlborough sauvignon blanc more 
than producer Mike Paterson. Ten years at the 
prestigious Jackson Estate winery as head

winemaker, he has subsequently used his 
considerable knowledge and experience to  
create his own Lay of the Land wine series.

And what a joy that he has. This crisp and 
refreshing wine is laden with gooseberry flavours, 
with a pleasing kick of citrus that manages, 
somehow, not to overpower the senses. It’s 
elegant, smooth and incredibly easy to drink, 
especially when paired with a soft cheese. Luckily, 
sauvignon blanc is a variety that does not benefit 
from aging – so there’s no excuse for not enjoying 
this crisp, delectable wine immediately. 

Kimberley Hay

Lay of the Land ‘Destination’, Sauvignon Blanc 2015,  
New Zealand, 13%
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In a nutshell: 
Starting at the fishing harbour of Craster, 
where you can prepare yourself for the 
walk ahead with a plate of its famous 
smoked kippers, this route winds across 
the stunning Embleton Bay. You’ll head 
past the iconic ruins of Dunstanburgh 
Castle to reach Low Newton-by-the-Sea, a 
pretty cluster of stone fishermen’s houses 
overlooked by a coast guard’s post.  

This walk is best saved for a bright, windy 
day, when the sea leaps and crashes, and 
a myriad seabirds dip and swirl above. 
Bring binoculars as there’s a good chance 
you’ll glimpse a basking seal on the 
smooth sandy beach and dunes. 

Why it’s special:
This route has all the ingredients for the 
perfect walk, featuring history, wildlife and 
stunning coastal views. The focal point is 
the ruins of Dunstanburgh Castle, which 
stand prominently over one of the most 
beautiful and isolated stretches of the 
Northumberland coast. 

The castle was built by Thomas Earl of 
Lancaster in the 14th century, ostensibly 
to ward off marauding Scots, but also as 
a symbol of his power and rank. Although 
the crumbling ruins barely hint at the 
building’s original proportions, they are 
still magnificently striking, and on a stormy 
night, you’ll have no trouble believing the 

persistent rumours of a ghost. Owned by 
the National Trust and managed by English 
Heritage, the ancient monument lies 
within the Northumberland Coast Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty, and is a Site 
of Special Scientific Interest for the birds 
and wildlife living among the rocky coves 
and the windswept dunes unfolding from 
its base. 

This route will also take you past Craster’s 
once secret radar station, where you’ll 
see the surviving concrete bunkers that 
formed an important part of Britain’s 
second world war coastal defences. Allow 
plenty of time to stop at the two bird hides 
overlooking Newton Pool Nature Reserve. 

ramblers
routes

In an exciting new series exploring Britain’s most 
interesting and beautiful walks, the Ramblers lead 
us along the dramatic, historic Northumberland 
coastline in search of castles and kippers!
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Embleton Bay, 
Northumberland

Category: Moderate

Distance: 7.7 miles

Typical duration: 3 hours 45 mins

Start and finish: Craster Tourist 

Information Centre at the entrance 

to Craster village on the right. 

OS grid reference: NU256198

RAMBLERS ROUTES

This area is renowned for its wildlife and 
you’ll be able to watch mallards, coots and 
swans swimming in the freshwater lagoon. 
Be patient and you may even sight rare 
waders and wildfowl including pochards, 
teals and warblers. 

On the return leg back towards Craster, 
round this historic walk off by dropping into 
13th-century Craster Castle. •

Ramblers Routes is a collection of Britain’s best walks 
from the experts. For the full version, including GPX  
data, visit ramblers.org.uk/embleton 
  
The Ramblers is a UK-based charity dedicated to 
promoting walking and protecting Britain’s paths and 
green spaces. The Ramblers leads walks, opens up new 
places to explore and encourages everyone to discover  
how walking boosts your health and your happiness.
 
Ramblers’ members get full access to over 2,000 
walking routes across Britain and many other benefits.  
To join the Ramblers today, from just £3.25 a month, 
visit ramblers.org.uk/join, or call 020 7339 8595,
Monday-Friday 09:00-17:00.
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As Disney’s Jungle Book hits the 

screens this month, founder of travel 

action campaign TOFTigers, Julian 

Matthews, argues that far from 

being ‘baddies’, India’s tigers are key 

to the country’s conservation.

EARNING THEIR 
STRIPES
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CHARITY SPOTLIGHT

arch enemy, homo sapiens, reveals just 
what personalities each tiger exhibits. 
And it’s surprising just how often tigers 
mirror our very own human characteristics: 
extrovert or introvert, gregarious or sombre, 
brave or shy, tender or callous, impetuous 
or sensible. 

Take Krishna, a tigress born in Ranthambore, 
one of India’s most majestic wild 
landscapes. Brought up with her sisters, 
Krishna lives among the lotus-flowered 
lakes, ruined forts and palaces like the 
spoilt offspring of a rock star: in the glare 
of media, with daily rounds of visitors, and 
countless pilgrims wandering through her 
neighbourhood. A first-class mother, tender 
and caring, she enjoys her stardom, and has 
always been happy to show her offspring 
to her endless fans. On the other side, in 
Maharashtra’s Tadoba Andhari reserve, is 
an old male tiger, appropriately nicknamed 
Scarface. Grumpy and temperamental,  
he is, like most mafia bosses, a strong  
family man: beware the creature that 
threatens his wifelets and their family.  
His offspring now form the backbone of  
this little-known reserve. 

Tigermania is not new. It’s been around for 
millennia. Hindu gods have ridden them 
for eons, and humans have alternately 
worshiped them or been terrorised by 
them throughout human history. The 
difference is that in today’s islands of 
wilderness, the remnants of India’s great 
forests, many people have learnt to live 
with them nearby, even tolerate them, 
effectively exploiting them for monetary 
gain. I call it Tigernomics, but many 
derogatorily call it ‘tiger tourism’. But I 
believe that tiger tourism will be a tiger’s 
saviour: bluntly put, tigers will be worth 
more alive than dead.
  
TOFTigers’ research in 2010 concluded 
that a single tigress in a well-visited 
reserve generated $101 million in park  
fees and tourism revenues in a decade. 
When it only costs a few thousand dollars 
a year to preserve this tigress’ territory in 
the wild, this huge ‘rate of return’ – the ROI 
in an economist’s handbook – is a figure  
no self-respecting government can 
possibly ignore. 

Nature tourism can raise the voices of 
a few lonely forest guardians to a great 
crescendo, shining a light on India’s once 
unloved forests and making politicians 
accountable like never before. It can also 
turn many rural communities from wildlife 
antagonists to conservation advocates, 
creating jobs for marginalised farming 
communities buffeted by wildlife conflict 
and allowing them to join the brave new 
modern India. 

There are over 617 national parks and 
sanctuaries in India, according to the 
2013 figures of the Environment and 
Forest Ministry, but the vast majority are 
allocated only £1,000 a month for their 
protection. Nature tourism in India is by no 
means perfect but in many well-known 
parks, like Ranthambore in Rajasthan, 
and Bandhavgarh and Kanha in Madhya 
Pradesh, visitors’ park fees are already 
doubling or tripling the budgets that park 
managers have to protect the park and 
support their neighbouring communities. 
It’s still far too few parks and too unevenly 
spread, but it shows us the power of the 
future to transform landscapes and protect 
tigers. And tigers will not thrive without 
nature tourism’s invaluable economics.

Now both Mowgli and I really can grow up 
to manhood (or in my case old age) with 
hope for his animal family into the future. •

Julian Matthews is founder of the 
travel action campaign TOFTigers and 
has spent a decade working on these 
issues. The charity operates a supply 
chain pressure programme, with the 
support of Cox & Kings, to drive up 
operational standards and highlight the 
very best accommodation providers 
in over 22 tiger reserves across India 
and Nepal. TOFTigers also runs the 
PUG eco-rating certification to monitor 
lodges’ ecological footprint, and works 
with parks, communities, guides and 
visitors to raise awareness, fund village 
guardian schemes, undertake training and 
campaign for better nature tourism and 
greater conservation support.

For more details contact toftigers.org.

A  
lot has changed since Rudyard 
Kipling penned his famous 
Jungle Book set of stories in the 
1890s. The British Empire has 

gone, and so have huge swathes of those 
famous verdant jungles, as well as the vast 
majority of its tigers with them. Thankfully, 
some things haven’t changed: this April, 
Disney reinvents its 1967 hit with today’s 
extraordinary computer graphics.

In the real world, grumpy Shere Khans 
still live near the town of Saone, boy-child 
Mowgli’s home. There are still rare black 
Bagheera panthers (actually melanistic 
leopards) in the southern Indian forests. 
Elusive slim-legged Akela wolves still live 
among the villagers of the central Indian 
plateau, and cuddly Baloo sloth bears still 
look for honey in branches of tall arjuna 
trees beside the softly flowing waters of 
jungle nallahs (streams). 

Rudyard Kipling actually wrote his stories 
without having seen many of his imaginary 
characters in these jungles, which was not 
altogether surprising as few did see them. 
In the 1890s, tigers were still shot on sight 
as vermin, and many of the other animals 
formed part of the diet of indigenous 
hunter-gatherer tribal communities. To 
reveal themselves in daylight – either to 
the white-faced, topi-wearing hunters 
on their elephants, or the skilled forest 
trackers – meant certain death. It was 
at night that these creatures left the 
protection of their lairs.

Today, in India’s best-protected,  
most-visited parks, many of the wild 
animals – especially the carnivores – can 
live in daylight without the fear of guns 
or poisoned arrows. In fact, many of 
today’s tigers are accustomed to visits 
by tourists. When we arrive in our gypsy 
vehicles, one tigress even parks her 
cubs nearby and happily wanders off 
to find food, while another uses the line 
of vehicles to ambush prey, ensuring 
memorable photographs for delighted 
visitors. Like many writers, Rudyard Kipling 
anthropomorphised his characters, giving 
them a range of distinct personalities.  
Now, nearly 40 years of continuous study 
and almost daily contact with their once 
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         clear cold twilight descends, as 
an inky blackness creeps over the icy washed-out 
blue skies above. Up ahead hills merge, creating 
a single smooth rolling silhouette against the 
gathering darkness. Other than the tinted 
heavens reflected in the still waters of a passing 
loch, the only colours are from the sun steadily 
sinking in the west. From my front passenger seat 
I scour the gloom for any sign of life, holding 
my breath in anticipation of a stag’s sudden 
appearance on the road or car headlights raking 
the distance. But there is nothing. Just a chillingly 
beautiful, barren landscape, isolated and tinged 
with an ancient melancholy. 
 
“Would you like to watch a DVD about sea 
shepherding?” Our quiet return through the 
front door after our evening jaunt hasn’t gone 
unnoticed by our hosts, Angus and Miranda. 
We hesitate. Is it wrong to revert to armchair 
exploration in front of the box, having just 
emerged from the very real untamed wilderness 
all around us? But it’s hard to decline such a kind 
offer, proffered in Angus’ soft Gaelic accent, and 
although I don’t like to admit it, a little reassuring 
to return to such contemporary comforts. Settling 
down together by the fire, a bottle of whisky 

is produced and a ‘wee dram’ poured out for 
everyone. These aren’t friends we’re staying with, 
but the welcome we have received amounts to as 
much. 

Turning my attention to the DVD, I quickly grasp 
that sea shepherding is a daring activity. Weather-
beaten men, including Angus himself, roughly 
handle frightened sheep into small motor boats, 
transporting them across choppy waters to the 
Shiant Islands off the east coast of Lewis, or to 
Pabbay off the southern tip of Harris. It may be 
one shepherd’s flock but it’s a team effort, and a 
necessity if the sheep are to graze these islands’ 
superior pastures. We watch in admiration at the 
harsh conditions they endure: a handful of men 
continuing a traditional, clearly perilous method 
of farming.

The next day, feeling a little bleary-eyed after one 
too many ‘wee’ drams, Angus takes us to meet his 
animals on the croft. Crofting is an agricultural 
system unique to Scotland, where farmers work 
individual smallholdings, while a larger area of 
poorer quality land is made available for common 
grazing of livestock. Angus’ family have lived 
and worked on the same croft here on the Isle 
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Many of us travel in search of destinations 
untouched by modernity, to encounter 
traditional ways of life refreshingly 
different from our own. But as rural 
communities and their long-established 
cultures are increasingly marginalised, 
Eleanor Day asks what role tourists can 
play in their preservation.
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of Harris for generations. The setting is stunning, 
right on the shores of Loch Seaforth, with the land 
rising in vast rusty sweeps to the rocky hilltops 
behind, still pockmarked with snow. We are 
personally introduced to several hens, the cockerel 
and two elderly sheep – Barbara and Nancy – 
who no longer venture onto the hills with Angus, 
teaming  up with other shepherds and their flocks.

It occurs to me that crofting is more than an 
agricultural system; it’s a social practice on this 
remote island where people work together as a 
collective. This is just one of the social practices 
which are disappearing as islanders move away. 
Angus recounts the ‘peat parties’, when families 
and neighbours would come together to help 
each other dig peat – the main source of fuel on 
the island. The men would cut and transport the 
slabs, while the women prepared picnic lunches. It 
sounds like back-breaking work, and there are still 
islanders today who cut peat to supplement more 
modern forms of fuel, but the parties no longer 
take place. 

These stories are incredibly moving. The isles of 
Harris and Lewis suddenly seem far less forbidding 
and removed than they did when we arrived. But 

these are stories perhaps idealised in memory, 
and certainly romanticised in my mind. The reality 
is that life is hard here. It is unsurprising that the 
younger generations are moving to the mainland 
to work in cities and offices.

The night before we catch our ferry back to the 
mainland we go out for dinner in Stornoway. The 
restaurant is empty and the two waiters are, like 
Angus, keen to engage us in conversation. Unlike 
Angus, they don’t want to talk about their island 
lives, but are eager to hear about ours in London. 
They’re finishing university in Glasgow and they 
won’t be back here after that, they tell us; there’s 
nothing here for them now. Dreamy island 
traditions are of little use to these young men.

Later in the year, I find myself in the rather 
warmer climes of northern Portugal, in the  
wine-growing region of the Douro Valley.  
The family-run quinta, or farm, where we stay 
produces olive oil, wines and a wide variety of 
ports – ruby, tawny, vintage and white. It’s a 
thriving business that has succeeded through 
diversification and improvements in viniculture 
technology. But some things don’t change. This 
quinta still treads grapes by foot during the 
harvest season. Everyone gets involved in this 
after-dinner activity – family, farm workers and 
paying guests alike. The workers start proceedings, 
linking arms and treading the grapes slowly, up 
and down the tank in rhythm. Then it’s a free 
for all. The music is turned up and people dance 
the evening away knee-deep in must: a mulch of 
sticky red juice, grape skins and stems. 

It’s good to see a tradition upheld and 
undefeated by the modern world. But is it being 
preserved entirely for us tourists as an edifying 
experience to occasionally dip our toes into? 
Despite advances in technology, the family says 
not: unlike automated systems, the tradition of 
gently crushing the fruit underfoot releases the 
deep flavours and rich colour of the grapes. It 
also avoids cracking open the pips, which sour 
the liquor with bitter flavours. That it’s fun is 
just incidental: a low-tech, social occasion when 
everyone mingles, and mashes fruit under foot as 
ever was the way.

Which will perhaps be its salvation. The traditions 
that survive will be the ones that are as pleasing 
to the curious tourist, as they are relevant to 
the local job market. And these rituals are a 
vital community linchpin, creating a sense 
of belonging and sustaining a deep-rooted 
relationship with the land, in sync with its seasons 
and rhythms (something largely lost in our world 
of year-round strawberries and centrally heated 
houses). So next time you step indoors from the 
wilderness and someone asks if you want to 
watch a DVD, say yes! Because in the same way 
that modern technology can capture ancient 
traditions, we need to appreciate just how  
diverse the world is on our doorstep, before it 
vanishes altogether. •

...there is nothing. Just a chillingly 
beautiful, barren landscape, 
isolated and tinged with an ancient 
melancholy. 

COMPASS POINTS
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BEHIND THE SCENES

If you have ever lost your luggage on holiday or 
travelling for business, take heart: you are not 
alone. Recent figures from SITA, the makers of 
the World Tracer System for baggage, reveal 
that 23 million bags – that’s seven for every 
1,000 passengers – are ‘mishandled’ every year. 
With around 3.3 billion people flying annually, 
it’s not surprising that bags go astray. The most 
common reason is bags getting lost in transit, but a 
surprising number are caused by passengers simply 
picking up the wrong case.

The good news is that the number of lost bags has 
halved since 2007 due to better tracking systems, 
and 85% of bags are reunited with their owners 
within 48 hours. But what happens to the other 
15%? If the airline hasn’t traced the owner after 
three months then the lost items come to auction 
houses, like Greasby’s in south London.

Around a thousand unclaimed items pour into 
Greasby’s each month. As television programmes 
like Cash in the Attic raise awareness of the hidden 
treasures lurking in unlikely corners, the number 
of people turning up to bid on lost luggage has 
soared. 

It’s early on a chilly Tuesday morning and I’m 
queuing upstairs at Greasby’s to pay my £100 
refundable deposit in exchange for a catalogue 
and bidding card. In front of me is Sue: using eBay 
has given her the courage to try her luck at a proper 
auction. “There are so many professional dealers 
on eBay,” she says, “I thought I might get a better 
deal on a used laptop here.” And since 120 laptops 
a month are handed in at Heathrow airport alone, 
she could well be right. 

Downstairs, the auction hall is like a cross between 
a village hall and a lockup: it’s a hotchpotch 
of unclaimed Samsonite cases, oil paintings, 
surfboards and blood pressure monitors. In glass 
cabinets, the latest mobile phones and MP3 players 
sit next to plastic bags bulging with cosmetics and 
neatly brushed toupées. A library of high-altitude 
literature stretches from floor to ceiling, and from 
the rafters hang colourful bunches of sandals and 
flip-flops, like pedicurial bougainvillaea.

Scattered around the hall, 60 potential buyers 
carefully inspect the piles of wetsuits, guitars, 
pushchairs and a six-man canoe, diligently 
cross-checking the number on each item against 
its description in the catalogue. Mick has been 
a regular at Greasby’s for over 30 years. “You 
wouldn’t believe what comes in,” he tells me with 
the sanguine look of a man who’s seen it all. “Just 
the other week there were two bags of left-footed 
shoes. A Vietnamese gentleman paid quite a bit of 
money for them too.” 

The back wall is piled high with luggage. Will and 
Lesley are inspecting them: they were bitten by 
the auction bug two years ago, and treat it as a 
hobby. “Waiting for your lot to come up, bidding … 
it’s really exciting,” grins Will. “It can be hit and miss 
though,” cautions Lesley, “You’re paying between 
£8 to £10 for a case, and they’re sealed so you 
never know what you’re going to get”. How do they 
decide which to bid on? “You look the cases over 
carefully,” Lesley says, “then you go on instinct. 
We’ve had some nice designer clothes. Just last 
week I got an Amanda Wakeley dress.” “It’s like 
Christmas”, Will exclaims gleefully, “Opening the 
cases … it’s like opening presents.”

As I stare speculatively at the toupées, 
contemplating the hygiene issues, next to me 
Lovejoy look-a-like Bob flicks expertly through a 
pile of CDs. “I’ve been coming here every week for 
about five years,” he tells me, “looking for anything 
I can make a bit of money selling on”. Spotting my 
chance to get some expert advice, I ask for bidding 
tips. “Have a good look at what you’re interested 
in and decide how much it’s worth to you,” he 
counsels sagely, “Then pray the auction doesn’t get 
exciting.” I must have looked baffled: Will seemed 
to think exciting wasn’t good. Bob shakes his head. 
‘‘Exciting means you’re in a bidding war,” he warns, 
“You’ll never get a bargain that way: makes you too 
impulsive”. Was Bob talking from experience? “I 
did get carried away once and bought a thousand 
umbrellas,” he admits sheepishly. “I didn’t realise 
how much room a thousand umbrellas could take 
up. I couldn’t even fit them in the car.”

At the front of the hall people are taking their seats. 
Owner Christine Sachett steps onto the podium 
with a head-mic and no-nonsense attitude. The 
auction has begun. Bidding is brisk; lots start at 
£5, rising in £2 increments. A Timberland holdall 
containing towels goes for £6; a navy Kipling bag 
containing men’s clothes goes for £7. Half an hour 
in, I gain confidence and – against Bob’s advice – 
whimsically bid on a ‘crate containing bric-a-brac’. 
I raise my card and – sold! – it’s mine for £6. Later 
in the car park, I open the box and peer inside … 
there’s a torch, a pack of AF291 Hoover bags, an 
M&S Easy Pasta recipe book and Flummoxed – The 
Foreign Language Bluffer’s Game. •

Greasby’s auctions are held each Tuesday morning 
at 10.30am
020 8672 2972 • greasbys.co.uk

Behind the 
Scenes
Compass editor Jennifer Cox makes a bid to find lost luggage 
in a south London auction house
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...it’s a hotchpotch 
of unclaimed 
Samsonite cases, 
oil paintings, 
surfboards and 
blood pressure 
monitors.
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PROMOTION

Awe-inspiring natural beauty, iconic world heritage 
sites and cultures enhanced over centuries – these 
are the riches around as you sail China’s legendary 
waterway. The guiding philosophy of all Sanctuary 
cruises and safari lodges is ‘Luxury, naturally’, 
and Sanctuary Yangzi Explorer gets you as close 
as possible to central China’s most captivating 
landscapes amid authentic charm and unrivalled 
comfort. This unique cruise steers you to dramatic 
destinations old and new, and gives glimpses of 
remote riverside life while you take pleasure in a 
relaxing journey with unrivalled amenities.
 
Explore Daoist temples, admire forest-cloaked 
peaks and feel personally introduced to 
time-tested traditions thanks to time on 
Sanctuary Yangzi Explorer – it’s a boutique 
hotel with five-star service floating on the 
Golden River. The carefully curated itineraries 
combine fascinating history-steeped cities with 
soul-uplifting rural stories along Asia’s longest 
river. The port of Chongqing in the Sichuan 
Province – famous for its pandas – is the 
gateway to the 3,915-mile Yangtze. Meander 
through the Three Gorges, which extend 120 
miles into the river’s middle reaches; discover 
the ancient Fengdu Ghost City; take a whirl on 
a wooden sampan along the Shennong Stream 
as Tujia boatmen spill local secrets. Learn about 
each beguiling destination from small-group 

excursions and English-speaking experts. And 
wake up somewhere different every day, without 
changing bedroom.
 
Sanctuary Yangzi Explorer provides an ideal 
introduction to this immense country for those 
who have never been to China before, and 
this extraordinary journey promises a unique 
adventure for guests that are returning to this 
magnificent land.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tour
China in Style aboard  
Sanctuary Yangzi Explorer
Private Tour | Cruises
12 Days & 10 Nights • From £4,745
Explore China’s major sites at a leisurely pace, 
staying at the best hotels, including a 3-night 
river cruise aboard the luxurious Sanctuary 
Yangzi Explorer.

Book and pay in full three months before any 
2016 sailing date and save up to £150, plus a 
free cabin upgrade. 

Itinerary highlights
• Cruises available March – November
•  3- and 4-night itineraries between 

Chongqing and Yichang
•  Highlights include the local market of 

Fengdu, the Shennong Stream, villages of 
the Three Gorges – Qutang, Wu, and Xiling 
– and the Three Gorges Dam Project

Suites
•  62 cabins, including 4 speciality suites,  

all with private balconies
•  Largest entry level cabins on the  

Yangtze River

Life on board
•  Yangtze River’s highest staff-to-passenger 

ratio 
•  Free entertainment for all ages; on-board 

activities such as tai chi, calligraphy, cookery
•  Spacious, peaceful, luxury spa with beauty, 

wellbeing and a fitness centre
•  International chefs, authentic local 

specialities, first-class wine cellar.

Sail the mighty
Yangtze River
An experience like no other, China must be visited at least 
once in a lifetime. Travel into the very heart of this amazing 
land, along the great Yangtze River

SANCTUARY  
YANGZI EXPLORER  
AT A GLANCE

Speak to one of our China experts to  
find out more.

020 3813 5108t
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CROSSWORD

Across
1  Parent mixed it with unknown executive in order 

to identify a father. (9, 4)
9  Rocket scientists left sounding bunged up (5)
10  Costa Rica leaves art behind (3)
11  Mayonnaise made from some Thai olives (5)
12  Note-to-self initially mentions evening museum 

outing (4)
13  Monarchs’ family guineas (5)
14  Legend that half succeeds belongs to me (4)
18  Endless row about commitment (3)
21  I’m on oboe, unclean, unkempt and very unusual 

(4, 2, 1, 4, 4)
22  Rob is up to sticky stuff (3)
23  Covet king’s removal from nervy  

organisation (4)
25  Disgust at a small amount which excludes a 

thousand initially and a hundred too (5)
26  Chew warm spices (4)
30  Lemur in dire need of losing tail and 

somersaulting (5)
31  Helmsman joins forces with thirteen to be the 

ultimate travel experts! (3)
32  Trim headdress in the city (5)
33  It’s tough for a newcomer, having a dislike for 

anger after Christening (7, 2, 4)

Down
2  Massage back without for example tea (5)
3  Fish or else collapse (4)
4  In amusement, I build crazy shape like  

a funnel (15)
5  Non-striker supports returning without Kent 

opener (4)
6  Yes, following club is not what’s expected (5)
7  Woof could be a moan about subject  

including damaged toe (13)
8  Reel in mountainous affair (8, 5)
15  Polished with oily spillage (5)
16  Poseur is due round following  

afterthought (5)
17  South American sorrel found in cocaine (3)
18  Game? Like it to be brief thanks to  

Graham initially (3)
19  First half of tune is arranged by rare  

forest dweller (3)
20  Curtsy for a shilling (3)
24  Alcoholic drink from Denmark found in 

scrambled egg (5)
27  Brown timber left out (5)
28  Old Scot made a selection out loud (4)
29  Two thirds fumble about with useless 

instructions (4)

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8

9 10 11

12 13 14

15 16

17 18 19 20

21

22

23 24 25 26 27

28 29

30 31 32

33

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
Compiled by Philip Hamilton-Grierson

L E G A T O T L Y C H E E
Y Z R H U M B H A
D T B X W I R
I B S E N S T Y S N U F F
A C T L T O U
N U B A B R A H A M O W L

M E I G P L O
C A N T E L O U P E M E L O N

M C I T R Y D
P I P A S S I Z E S G Y P
O T I E D F O
L A P A Z U R N M A C A W
I M A E C K W
S I C R E D O I O
H A M L E T Z W A R S A W

Complete the cryptic crossword for your chance to win a pair of tickets 
to see the ballet Cinderella on Wednesday 20 July at 7:30pm at the 
London Coliseum.

THE PRIZE
Last seen in the UK in 2008, and following 
triumphant sell-out performances around 
the world, the Australian Ballet, Asia 
Pacific’s preeminent ballet company,  
makes a welcome return to the UK to 
perform Alexei Ratmansky’s Cinderella  
at the London Coliseum in July 2016.
 

HOW TO ENTER
All entries must be received by 31 May 
2016. Please send your entry, including  
your full name, address and postcode to:

Compass Crossword Competition
c/o John Patterson, Cox & Kings Travel Ltd, 
6th Floor, 30 Millbank, London SW1P 4EE

Or email your answers to 
promotions@coxandkings.co.uk
 

WINTER ISSUE WINNER
The winner from the last issue was  
Mr Paul Lee, Oxfordshire
 

TERMS & CONDITIONS
1. The closing date for entries is midday (GMT)  

on 31 May 2016.
2.  The competition is open to individual residents  

of the UK aged 18 or over, except employees  
of Cox & Kings, their associated, affiliated or 
subsidiary companies, and their families, agents,  
or anyone connected with this competition, 
including the third-party promotional partners. 

3.  The winners will be drawn at random on  
1 June 2016 from all correct entries  
received prior to the close of the competition.

4.  The prize is a pair of tickets to see the ballet  
Cinderella on Wednesday 20 July at 7:30pm  
at the London Coliseum.

5.  The promoter of the competition is Cox & Kings 
Travel Ltd, 6th Floor, 30 Millbank, London SW1P 4EE.

Answers to the winter 2015-2016 crossword:



PROKOFIEV

ALEXEI RATMANSKY’S

London
Premiere
SeaSon

“Stunningly beautiful”
    THe SUndaY TimeS

**** meTro

GRAEME MURPHY’S

TCHAIKOVSKY

20 – 23 July

13 – 16 July

The world’s favourite fairy-tale is 
brought to life by The Australian 
Ballet in acclaimed choreographer 
Alexei Ratmansky’s energetic 
production, bubbling with humour 
and set to Prokofiev’s divinely 
romantic score. 

Following sell-out seasons around 
the world, Graeme Murphy’s critically 
acclaimed production of Swan Lake 
returns to London. Visually stunning, 
bursting with glamour, wit and intrigue, 
the doomed love triangle between Odette, 
Baroness Rothbart and Prince Siegfried 
is set to Tchaikovsky’s glorious score and 
danced with breathtaking excellence. 

presented by  
aSkonaS HoLT and 
raYmond GUbbaY LTd 

official airline partner official media partner
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Explorer and adventurer Levison Wood has walked 

the length of the Nile and, most recently, the Himalaya. 

Spending 10 years serving in the British Army and further 

years living in Africa and Asia, Levison Wood shares with 

Compass editor Jennifer Cox the Gap Year journey that 

started it all.

When I was 18, I went on a 
rather clichéd Gap Year. But 
as well as the usual countries 
– Australia, Thailand (which 
are, of course, interesting 

places) – I went off the beaten ‘Gap Track’. I 
started in South Africa and hitchhiked all the way 
to Zimbabwe, visiting places I could only have 
dreamt of when I was a boy growing up in the 
rural Staffordshire moorlands.

I started in Cape Town, hitchhiking south along 
the coast, following the Garden Route to Durban, 
then up through the Kruger National Park. I 
carried on north to Zimbabwe, and up to the 
Victoria Falls and Zambia. People from all sorts 
of different backgrounds, different ethnicities 
and different cultures stopped to give me a lift. 

From white farmers to black landlords, it was 
fascinating to see who would stop. I guess being 
so young, on my own and a bit vulnerable, people 
were more inclined to pick me up. And a lot of the 
time I stayed in these people’s houses and they’d 
look after me; that in particular made a huge 
impression. It was an extraordinary experience.   

Later I travelled the same way across Australia. 
Starting in Sydney, I hitchhiked all the way up the 
coast to Cairns, then west into the Red Centre and 
Ayers Rock, continuing west on to Perth. 

Lots of moments stand out. For instance, I’d just 
been dropped at a desert crossroads in the heart 
of Australia’s Red Centre. It was one of those 
Jack Kerouac moments: nothing for miles in any 
direction, just me without a plan. But after less 

than five minutes, a campervan pulled up. It 
was a German couple in their 30s and the man 
asked: “Where do you want to go?” I replied: “Errr, 
Ayers Rock?” and he said: “Great, jump in.” And 
I got in, thinking I’d get a lift to the next town, 
but we ended up spending the next two weeks 
together, driving all over Australia. And what was 
remarkable was that they fed me and looked 
after me, and they never asked for a penny! We’ve 
stayed in touch. They moved back to Germany, 
then Florida, and now they’re in New Zealand, but 
we’ve met up in various countries over the last 15 
years; one of those amazing connections which 
can last a lifetime.

Possibly one of the most shocking moments on 
that first trip to South Africa was when I landed. 
I’d literally just left school, and apart from family 
holidays and weekends in Prague and Ibiza with 
my mates, I’d never travelled. I got off the plane, 
found a youth hostel, then sat down and thought: 
What do I do now? I was terrified. That first night 
in the common room, I thought: Right, I’d better 
start talking to people. And that was the first step 
on a very long journey.

It was on that trip – at the age of 18 – that I had 
a gun pulled on me: moments like that, if they 
happen to you young enough and often enough, 
they almost become the norm. I was in Zimbabwe 
with a very burly Dutch fellow I’d met horse riding 
at Victoria Falls. We were travelling in a taxi from 
the bus station, and the driver pulled a gun and 
said: “Give me all your money.” The Dutch guy 
agreed but asked if we could take our bags out 
of the boot first (he didn’t want the driver taking 
them too). The driver was obliging enough to 
stop and let us get our bags. But the Dutch fellow 
gave him a good whack and we did a runner, 
which lead to a car chase through the streets of 
Bulawayo, as we jumped in another taxi shouting 
“DRIVE!” and the other taxi driver came roaring 
after us. 

I went on a Gap Year because I wanted to 
test myself: escape my parents and push the 
boundaries. Two years later, a friend and I 
hitchhiked home from Egypt, via a very war-torn 
Baghdad. The Gap Year was the start of that 
momentum, and learning how to do what I do 
now. And it was so much more than I thought it 
would be: not just meeting incredible people but 
having incredible adventures, and overcoming 
whatever obstacles came my way. •
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Walking the 
Himalayas 

by Levison Wood 
(Hodder & Stoughton

hardcover £20)
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Wherever your dream trip takes you - 
from exploring the Serengeti, Central 
Asia or the white sands of the Indian 
Ocean - if you have pets at home, you 
want to know that you have the very best 
care in place for them while you are away. 

At TrustedHousesitters we know, wherever 
you are in the world, your pet is happiest at 
home, in their own bed, following their 
usual routine.  

So we make it easy to find your perfect pet 
sitter, whatever your needs.  

As a member of TrustedHousesitters you are 
able to choose from thousands of 5* rated, 
police checked pet sitters, who will come and 
care for your pets for free. 

TrustedHousesitters offers care, not pay, 
orientated sitters for your pets, meaning you 
can relax, dream deeply and enjoy your trip 
with complete peace of mind that your pets 
are happy at home. 

YOUR MEMBERSHIP
USUALLY £79/ YEAR

£20 OFF 

USE CODE

COXANDKINGS25

S P E C I A L  O F F E R

Vets agree pets are 
happier at home

More than 1,000,000  
nights pet sitting 

Award winning 
customer care team

Care, not pay, 
orientated sitters 

V I S I T  T R U ST E D H O U S E S I T T E R S .CO M

Going away?
Discover the very best care for 
your pets while you’re away

“TrustedHousesitters offers a 
win-win solution. Pet owners can 
travel knowing their beloved pets 
will receive companionship and 
affection, combined with the 
familiarity of their own home”.

- TV Vet expert, Dr. Scott Miller London UK

“TrustedHousesitters has taken 
away all our worries about going 
away. We can travel knowing that 
our cats are happy at home and 
looked after by really caring 
people.”

- Andrew and Grace, Home and cat owners 



Sail into
a new

perSpective 

SILVERSEA’S ALL-INCLUSIVE LIFESTYLE

To speak to an expert please call 020 3813 5108

Due to local regulations, some services and selections are limited or not available on Silver Galapagos. Terms and conditions apply, call for details.

Explore the world’s most fascinating destinations, whilst indulging in a 
luxurious, all-inclusive lifestyle. Experience a blazing Mediterranean sunset, 
glimpse a spouting whale in Alaska, or explore the gamelands of Africa. 
Intimate cruising and ultimate luxury has never been more accessible. 

For the curious traveller, Silversea Expeditions offer unique, awe-inspiring 
journeys to some of the world’s most exotic destinations, from the unspoilt 
Galápagos Islands to the remote frosted wilderness of Antarctica.

•  Intimate ultra-luxury ships for 100 to 540 guests
•  Spacious, ocean-view suites with butler service
•  Open-seating dining options and speciality restaurants
•  Champagne, wines and spirits served throughout the ship
•  In-suite bar stocked with your preferred beverages
•  Onboard gratuities
•  Free WiFi throughout the ship
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